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. This thesis is concerned with finding exact drift velocity expressions
and trajectories for the notion of an electron in spatially dependent
nagnetic and electTomagnetic field configurations.
Electron notion in static nagnetic fields will be analysed first. The
fields will be dependent on x and pointing in the Z direction. Exact drift
velocities will be obtained for electron motion in an exponentially varying
nagnetic field. Such a field is monotonically increaging with x and point-
ing in the positíve Z direction. Drift expressions will also be found for
a nagnetic field with a poh¡er law dependence, which is slightly nore com-
plicated than the first case. For x greater than zero the nagnetic field
nay be either nonotonically increasing or decreasing. This is governed by
the power law dependence, o, being greater or less than zero. The drift
velocity expressions obtained are compared with the Alfven drift velocity
results in the lfunit of an adiabatically affected magnetic field. The exact
drift expressions simplify to the perturbation results of Alfven.
The trajectories for the motion of an electron in the abovementioned
magnetostatic fields will also be found, both for bound and unbound orbits.
The notion of an electron in a sinusoidal nagnetic field varying with
x will be analysed and it will be shown that the exact drift results
degenerate to the Alfven drift velocity when the field is adiabatically
affected. Trajectories for both bound and unbound orbits will again be
considered.
All the drift velocity results obtained are in terns of well known
functions of nathenatical physics. The integral expressions obtained for
the trajectories are found to be inconplete forms of the integrals obtained
(iv)
in the drift velocity expressions.
In dealing with electromagnetic phenonena spatially dependent electro-
magnetic fields will be considered. It will be shown that if the electric
scalar potential and the magnetic vector potentials have the same functional
dependence, then for bound orbits the electron moves with a generalized
electric drift velocity combined with an exact nagnetic drift expression.
Sinilar trajectory results exist for unbound orbits.
Tractable results. will be shown to exist for field configurations in
which the electric scalar potential varies as the square of the magnetic
vector potential. Solutions to the electron motion will be shown to vary
greatly with a parameter Q which is dependent on the constant ô relating
the scalar and vector potentials. It will then be shown how the integrals
change when the speed of the electron approaches the speed of light. To
illustrate these three results a nagnetic field with a sinple exponential
dependence on x together with the corresponding electric fields will be
used.
Further generalizations of the work by piecewise snoothing techniques
will be indicated. It will also be shown how this work nay be used in
upper atnospheric physics, especially in the realm of electron notion in
the rnagnetic tail of the earth. The applicability of the work to problens
in laboratory physics will also be discussed, and it will be shown that for
special cases the above results nay be used to describe electron motion in
the neridian plane of an axially syrunetric field.
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Investigation of the non relativistic notion of individual charged
particles in static inhonogeneous magnetic fields was initially stinulated
by processes occuring in the magnetic field of the earth, particularly
auroral displays in the polar regions.
Over a period of fifty years from about 1907, Carl Störmer pub-
lished nany papers in which he discussed the trajectories of protons in
the terrestrial magnetic field. It was shown that although a courpletely
analytical solution could not be found, the two constants of the not,ion,
the energy and the canonical angular momentun of the particle, could be
used to describe the path of the proton. Störmer showed that the particle
was excluded fron "forbidden regionsrr determined by the angular momentum
of the proton, and that the path of the orbit could be analysed intuitively
in terms of an effective potential. This potential was also related to
the angular monentum of the particle. Trajectories of the notion of the
particle, however, were obtained only by numerical integration of the
equation of motion, as there was no third integral of motion. Analytical
solutions were found for the special case of particles rnoving within the
equatorial plane of the dipole fieId, and these results were expressed in
terms of elliptic integrals. Stör¡nerrs work on this special exanple of
axially syrnnetric field was sunmarízed in his nonograph, rrThe Polar
Aurora" (1955) which has been reviewed by several authors, (Chatnberlain;
Ferraro and Plurnpton) .
As no exact analytical solution to this inportant problent was found,
Affven (1940) used perturbation techniques to describe charged particle
motion in a magnetic field where the change in nagnetic field strength
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with respect to the radius of gyratiori of the particle was ¡nuch snaller
than the actual strength of the magnetic field. Such a magnetic field
was said to be tadiabatically affectedr.
Whilst the approxination was invalid for high energy cosmic rays,
Alfven pointed out that it was a good assunption for nany ionospheric
situations in which the speed of the charged particle was relatively 1ow.
The perturbation of the homogeneous magnetic field generated an average
drift of the zero order circular motion in a direction perpendicular to
both the direction of the magnetic field and the gradient of the magnetic
field strength. The nagnetic dipole monent of the charged particle in
its alnost circular orbit was shown to be an adiabatic invariant within
the linits of perturbation analysis. (Alfven 1955) .
To describe static magnetic field situations in the ionosphere
where an electric field is present, the most inportant result is the zero
order electric drift velocity caused by spatially constant electric and
nagnetic fields at right angles. This sínple drift expression also des-
cribes a particle drift caused by a forcefield, since the force field can
be directly related to an equivalent electric field. A typical drift of
this type in nature is that of a charged particle noving under the
influence of the gravitational field of the earth in the nagnetosphere.
(Hess, Roederer) .
The electric drift velocity is also used to describe drift processes
due to charged particle notion along curved nagnetic field lines, since as
the particle rnoves along the curved field lines it experiences a centri-
fugal force. This force can be used to describe the curvature drift, in
which the charged particle drifts in a direction perpendicular to both the
direction of the fie1d, and the radius of curvature of the nagnetic field.
Many authors have also used a similar rnechanism to describe. the gradient
3.
drift, the necessary force ter¡n being related to the nagnetic dipole
moment of the charged particle and the gradient of the magnetic field
strength.
To obtain this nagnetic force, A1lis (1956), Lehnerr (1964) and
Schnidt (1966) assuned that for an adiabatically affected nagnetic fietd
the velocity of the charged particle could be represented as a super-
position of the zero order circular velocity of a charged particle in a
constant nagnetic field, plus a first order guiding centre velocity due
to the nagnetic inhomogeneity; Having substituted this velocity into the
equation of notion and used a first order Taylorrs series expansion for
the nagnetic field, an instantaneous force term was obtained. lTrhen this
force terln v¡as averaged over a ful1 periodic orbit of the particle, it
yÌelded the average nagnetic force required to produce the gradient drift.
Another ¡nethod of obtaining the nagnetic drift velocity expressions
is to a3sume that for an adiabatically affected field, the position of the
charged particle nay be represented by a guiding centre noving hrith an
instantaneous drift velocity, about which the particle rnoves at a radial
distance, in a circular orbit. By differentiating the first order expres-
sion for the guiding centre an instantaneous guiding centre is obtained.
When averaged over a full cycle of the orbit of the charged particle, the
i¡stantaneous terms yield the required magnetic drift velocity expressions,
with the cyclic conponent averaging to zero.
Rose and Clarke (1961) used this approach to analyse the gradient
drift, whilst Seymour (1963) and Sivukhin (1965) obtained both the curva-
ture and the gradient drift expressions using a qrivitinear coordinate
systen in which the magnetic field was directed along the unit tangent
vector of the Frenet-Serret trihedron
Of particular interest in the present analysis is a nagnetic field
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vrith straight and parallel magnetic field lines in the Z direction
dependent on x. Alfven (1940) first studied the problem of charged
particle notion in an adiabatically affected nagnetic field using this
particular ty¡le of field. He found the average motion of the charged
particle in the X-Y plane by averaging the velocity components in the X
and Y directions over a complete orbit with the aid of first order
a¡lproximations for the magnetic field and the radius of gyration of the
particle. The integrations were carried out with respect to the angle rp
at which the tangent to the trajectory intersected the X axis. Whilst the
average drift along the X axis was zero, (being in the direction of the
nagnetic gradient) it was shown that there was a drift along the Y axis
related to the magnetic dipole noment of the charged particle, and the
gradient of the magnetic field.
Chandrasekhar (1960), Longnire (1963) and Kruskal (1963) discussed
the problen by using the result that the average effect of the magnetic
force in the direction of the gradient of the nagnetic field along the X
axis was zero. Thus with the aid of a first order approxination for the
magnetic field they anived at the same drift velocity expression first
found by Alfven. Spitzer (1956) in the first edition of his book "Physics
of Fully Ionized Gases" stated the Alfven drift velocity result and sug-
gested that such orbits could be analysed only by perturbation techniques.
In answer to this Seymour (1959) chose to investigate the particular
case of a rnagnetic field with a constant gradient B, = Àx, and solved the
equation of motion to obtain exact drift.velocity expressions in terrns of
elliptic integrals. Spitzer (1962) in the second edition of the above-
¡nentioned book stated, "The drift velocity expression can now be found in
general only by means of an approxinate theory". It will be shown in this
thesis, that for this specific cartesian geometry, general exact solutions
for the path of the particle can be obtained.
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Schmidt and others have shown that three constants of motion exist
for charged particle notion in electric and nagnetic fields whose scalar
and vector potentials respectively are dependent on x only. For the
special case of an electrostatic field of this forn solutions to the
equation of notion are well documented. For example Landau and Lifschitz
(1969) have solved this problen for specific functional dependences of
electrostatic potentials, such as for exarnple a poh¡er law dependence.
In the case of magnetostatic fields the Seymour (1959) problem was
the first to be investigated. Hertweck (1959) in his analysis of charged
particle ¡notion in the magnetic field of an infinitely long current carry-
ing wire has considered another special case of cartesian geonetly. He
found that for a charged particle confined t,o move in a fixed plane through
the wire, with the magnetic field varying inversely as the distance from
the wire, exact solutions were obtained in terms of Bessel functions. At
present these are the only two magnetostatic problens solved for a field
dependent on x. The only electro-magnetostatic problem of this nature
which has been solved is the zero ordelr electric drift result.
A few exact solutions for the notion of charged particles in
axially symmetric fields have been studied because of the inportance of
this field type both in cosnological and laboratory plasrnas (Delcroix).
Three constants of motion in this particular case can be found when the
nagnetostatic and electrostatic potentials depend on the radius only.
Hurley (1961) has shown that integral expressions describing the ¡notion
can be obtained for nagnetic fields which are straight and parallel point-
ing in the Z direction and dependent on the radius. Solutions were
obtained for a magnetic field varying inversely as the radius with the
aid of an angular variable, 0, relating the radial and angular components
of velocity as cosine and sine functions of 0 respectively. The drift
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velocity obtained was a simple algebraic expression dependent on the
initial conditions of the orbit of the particle.
Seymour (1971) indicated the physical significance of this angle
as being the angle between the direction of the radius vector and the
tangent to the trajectory at the tip of that, vector. A generalized mag-
netic field was considered which varied as the power of the radius,
Bz = Ar-n, ïecovering Hurleyrs earlier result for n = 1, and also finding
exact drift results for n = 5 in teflns of conplete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kinds.
Morozov and Solovev (Leontovitch Vol. 2) found algebraic drift
expressions for the motion of a charged particle within a uniformly
charged cylinder located in a constant longitudinal magnetic field.
Hertweck (1959), in his analysis of charged particle notion about an
infinitely long wire found that in general the drift expression for motion
along the wire was not expressible as well known functions of mathenatical
physics. The integrals were therefore analysed by numerical rneans. As
already mentioned, howevet, for the special case of charged particle motion
in a meridian plane through the wire, the problem degenerated into the
special case, B, = )r/x, in the cartesian geometry, the solution of which
was analytical.
1.2 Discussion of Contents
Fron the above discussion it is apparent that very few exact ana-
lytical solutions for the notion of charged particles in nagnetostatic
fields exist. This is also true for charged particle motion in electro-
magnetostatic fields. Whilst general solutions exist for tine dependent
rnagnetic fields, (Seynour et al. (1965), Seymour (1966)), and also for
tine dependent electric fields in an homogeneous magnetic field, (Lehnert
L964, or Appendix 6) at present it appears that no generalized results are
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available for static fields.
In the Present analysis it will be shown that general integral
expressions for the tine and displacement along the Y axis can be obtained
for charged particle notions in electro-magnetostatic fields dependent on
x. For magnetostatic fields which are straight, parallel and directed
along the Z axis it will be shown that certain functional forrns of the
nagnetic field lead to solutions of the motion of the charged particle in
terms of well known functions of nathenatical physics.
In Chaptet 2 tli.e three constants of notion found frorn the Lorentz
force law will be utilized to obtain generalized integral expressions of
the tine ahd coordinate values for different combinations of electric and
nagnetic potentials. The integrals for electron motion in a magnetostatic
field will be evaruated using the angle rf at which the tangent to the
trajectory intersects the X axis. Although this restricts the generality
of the integrals for time and spatial coordinates it gives rnuch physical
insight into the analysis. For particular forms of nagnetic field the
use of the angle rf nakes the integrals more readily interpreted as well
known functions of mathematical physics. The nagnetostatic results will
be used to describe electro-magnetostatic fields in which the electric
and nagnetic fields have the same functional dependence. This will lead
to " 
g"n"ralized electric and nagnetic drift expression for these spat-
ially varying fields. Similarly, if the electric scalar potential is
dependent on the square of the magnetic potential, the integrals for the
time and displacernent obtained are closely related to the integrals found
in the nagnetostatic case, but modified by a constant Q. This constant
contains the parameter which relates the electric potential and the square
of the magnetic potential.
Exact drift velocity results for electrons will be found in Chapter
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3. (Motion for protons will be in the opposite direction). The first
magnetic field to be considered will be an exponentially varying field
(8, = Àlo*). This is always positive and nonotonically increasing with x.
Thus for orbits which are bound between a mininun value x1 and a maximum
value x2 the electron will always turn in the same direction. The bound
orbits will therefore be conpletely cyclic with rJ.r continuously increasing.
Drift velocity solutions are expressed as a sinple algebraic expression
dependent on the initiat conditions of the electronrs orbit. A more con-
plicated field to be considered is one with a power law dependence on x,
(Br= l*o).For x always positive the nagnetic field will be nonotonically
varying with x. Thus for bound orbits which do not cut the line x = 0¡
tp will continuously increase and the orbits will be fu1l cycles. If cr is
negative the electron noves in the posítive Y direction. If cr is positive
and the orbit cuts the line x = 0, then for o, an even integer the rnagnetic
field is in t,he same direction on either side of the line x = 0, and the
electron will again ¡nove through ever increasing values of the angle rf.r.
For a a positive odd integer the nagnetic field on either side of the line
x = 0 will be in. opposite directions. Thus the electron will turn in
opposite directions on either side of the zero line. Bound orbits will
therefore not conplete a revolution of rf but the orbit angle rvill oscillate
between the two angles ll-rl;o and üo at which the electron leaves and re-
enters the region of positive nagnetic field. The path shape of the elec-
tron on either side of the line x = 0 is the sarne. For cr { -1 exact drift
velocity expressions will be in terms of hypergeometric iunctions and gamna
functions. For c = -1 solutions to the motion of the electron will be in
terms of confluent hypergeometric functions. This particular example will
be compared with results obtained by Hertweck (1959).
If the electronrs path is not bound by x and has no periodic nature,
the concept of an exact drift velocity becomes quite meaningless. Thus to
follow such an orbit it will be necessary to plot the path of the electron.
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Intleed, if for sone orbits more infor'nation is required about the orbit
than a drift velocity expression then trajectories may be plotted. rn
Chapter 4 it will be pointed out how this nay be achieved. Electron paths
will be analysed for the two different forms of nagnetic field in Chapter
3. For bound orbits the integral expressions for ti¡ne and values of x and
y will be rrincompletefr forms of those obtained for the total increments as
the particle notion is integrated to an arbitrary angle r| between the
limits of a cycle, and not the conplete cycle
For unbound orbits x becomes infinite as the electron moves along
the Y axis and the electron asytnptotes towards a liniting angular value
{rt. For the exponential magnetic field, logarithnic expressions for the
path of the orbit are obtained which are dependent on r.þ and rf '. sini-
larly for a polrer law magnetic field in which o < -1 the unbound orbits
also give rise to points on the orbit related to rþ and the liniting angle
û'.
In Chapter 5 electron rnotion in a sinusoidally varying nagnetic
field (8, = Àsincx) will be discussed. Due to the confining nature of
the nagnetic field within a fulI cycle of varying field strength
(- å. * . i) bound orbit drift expressions will be dependent on rhe
naximum and nininum values of x. For orbits which are confined to move
within a half cycle of nagnetic variation, rf will turn through 2r 'radians
as the field is always in the same direction. If the electron cïosses the
line x = 0 it will go into a region of reversed magnetic field. The
electron will therefore have the sane path shape on either side of the
line B, = 0 as the magnetic field is antisymrnetric about that line. The
drift velocity expressions for these two t)?es of motion will be in terms
of el,liptic integrals of the first and third kinds.
Orbits which penetrate the fu11 cycle of varying rnagnetic field
are no longer bound by x. They are however periodic in nature as the
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orbit shape will be identical in following periods of magnetic fluctuation.
This type of motion nay be represented by an exact drift velocity expres-
sion, not along the Y axis, but at an angle to it, due to the drift compo-
nent in the direction of the nagnetic gradient. As before the drift
expressions are found in ter¡ns of elliptic integrals of the first and third
kinds. The paths for the three ty¡res of notion are found in terms of
incornplete elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds.
In conclusion electro-magnetostatic phenomena nentioned in Chapter
2 will be discussed in the light of the drift and trajectory analysis of
Chapters 3 to 5. The notion of the electron will also be analysed for the
case when the speed of the erectron approaches the speed of light. For
all these cases the one component exponentially vatying magnetic field




2.L The Equat ion of Motion of an Electron in Static Elect 1C
Fields
For an electron of mass m, charge -e, positioned at g(t) =
(x(t),y(t) ,z(t)) rnoving with non-relativistic velocity y, the equation
of motion is
m -e{E+vxB} (e.m.u. ) , . . . (2.r)
where, since the fields are static,
E=-v0 . . .(2.2)
and curl A . . . (2.3)
{ being the electric scalar potentiaL, and $ the rnagnetic vector potential.
Multiplying both sides of equation (2,I) by the velocity in the standard








+ + . .. (2.4)
is obtained.
2.2 Magnetic and Electric Potentials Dependent on x
If the electric scalar potential in equation (2.2) is a function
of x only,
l¡= zt t (åÐ' G{.)' ffi't eQ ,
0 = 0(x) , . . . (2.s)
then fron equation (2,2)
E (E(x),0,0) ...(2.6)






Sinilarly if the vector potential is chose¡ as a function of x only,
a¡rd is of the forn
A' = ¡o ,4, (x) ,4, (x) ) , , . (2,7)
then fron equation (2,3) the conponents of the magnetic field are
Bfxl=-v''
. . . (2.e)
The nragnetic field is then of the fonn
I = (0,8y(x),Br(x)) . . . (2.10)
consistent with Maxwellrs equation, div B = 0.
Using equations (2.6) and (2.10) the x,y and z components of the
equation of notion are given by
dv






dr =e { B c*r ååÌz
=e
with the help of equation (2.9),and
dv-"z dxn¿¡_= -ebr(x) fr
=e
with the aid of equation (2,8).
t ...(2.r3)
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Equations (2.L2) and (2.L3) may be integrated inmediately to give
the Y and Z components of velocity as




Yl = (rr)r=.o - ftnr{xo) . . . (2.16)
\z = (vz)t=to - fia"t*o) ... (2.r7)
substitution of equations (2,s) , (2. 14) and (2.15) into equation
(2.4) yields for the energy expression
, =\ {(å=Jt. (r, * finr{*))'* (r, *;n"c*l)'i - eo(x),...(2.18)
which is dependent on x and its tirne derivative. Fron equation (2.Ig) the
differential of time can be found in terms of x and the differential of x.
Sinilarly by using equations (2.r4) and (2.15) in conjunction wirh (2.18)
the differontials of y and z carL also be obtained. The y and z coordin-
ates, and the tine can be found by integrating these differential
expressions.
2.3 Specialized Field Types
(i) Electrostatic Fields
If the magnetíc field j-s zero, the components of the nagnetic
vector potential appearing in equations (2.8) and (2.9) are constant.
Therefore the y and z components of the velocity are constants of the
motion. Equation (2.18) yields
t
/ fr:çe - e0 (x) )
...C2.rs1
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where the y and z components of velocity are chosen to be zero.
Landau and Lifschitz and others have integrated equation (2.19)
for different functional forns of electric scalar potentials. For
exanple, it has been shown that for e{(x) = Alxl n, integration of equa-
tion (2.19) leads to solutions for the period of oscillation of the
electron in terrns of beta functions.
(ii) Magnetostatic Fields
In the absence of an electric scalar potential, it follows
from equation (2.4) that the speed of the electron
v2 rgt)t.dt.¡ €r.) €å) . . . (2.20)+ +
is a constant of the notion.
(a) One Conponent Magnetic Field
For a nagnetic field with only one component, B, (x) , the
magnetic field lines are straight and parallel and pointing in the z
direction. In equation (2,17) the vector potential conponent A"(x) is
constant. The z component of velocity in equation (2.15) is therefore
constant and need not be considered explicitly. Equation (2.20) there-
fore becomes
v + råä' . . . (2.2L)






Substituting equation (2.I4) into equation (2,2f), or by manipula-
ting equation (2.18), with 0(x) = u, = 0, the time differential becones
ó
v 2 (vr * å Ay(x))2
Sinilarly, using equations (2.14) and (2,22), the differential of y yields
dlr = vrdt ,
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. . . (2.27)
(yt * fr nrt*))a* .. . (2.23)
/v2 - (yr * 9 or(*))'
The x and y components of the velocity in equation (2,2L) can be
expressed in terms of the angle , þ, ãt which the tangent to the traj -
ectory cuts the x axis. Thus
dx
¿¡=vcostf , . . . (2.24)
. . . (2.2s)
While in general it will not be possible to substitute equations
(2.24) and (2.25) into equations (2.22) and (2.23), for nany inportant
cases equations (2.24) and (2.25) can be used. This leads to expressions
in tenns of physically well-known quantities. From equations (2,24),
(2.25), (2,9) and (2.22) the result
dr¡
dr
e=(r)=ñ- Bz' . , , (2.26)
eB
is obtained, where ^ = + is the gyrofrequency of the electron. Equation




Using equations (2.25), (2.26) and (2.23) 1r becones
v psinrldrÍ , . . . (2.28)
16.
where Q = v/u is the radius of gyration of the electron.
Fron equations (2.25), (2.I4) and (2.16)
sinrf - sinrfo = fo tnr(x) - nr(xo)) . . . (2.2e)
Thus by using equations (2.29) and (2.9) the nagnetic field can be
obtained as a function of rj., for particular forms of nagnetic potential.
Alternatively, if a particular forn of nagnetic field is chosen, then by
using equation (2.9) the magnetic vector potential may be found. In
either case, fron equation (2.29) x nay be expressed as a function of rl.',
and the orbit can be analysed in terms of this angle.
(b) Bound Orbits and Exact Drift Expressions
If the electron is bound between a minimurn value x1, and a
naxinum value x2 of x, then from equation (2.27) the period for one orbit
will be
f= . . . (2.30)
one
period
Ly psimÞdrl¡ , . . . (2.31)
one
period
and fron equation (2.29), Âx = 0, over one period. The notion of the
electron along the y axis is therefore given by the drift expression
g
T .. . (2.32)
If the motion of the electron is not bounded by x, and is not
periodic, the traj ectory of the electron cannot be described by the
average drift expression of (2.32). The concept of a drift velocity for
dú
u)
From equation (2.25) the drift along the y axis is given by
vD=
17.
a non-Periodic orbit is neaningless. In this case the orbit can only be
analysed by plotting the path of the electron. This can be done by using
equations (2.27), (2.28) and (2,29).
(c) Homogeneous Magnetic Field
For a constant nagnetic field, B" = L, the orbit of the elec-




stant. Equation (2.30) gives
To
2n





where Tois the well-known period of a¡r electron in an homogeneous magnetic
'field. The radius of gyration of the electron po - v/uo is also constant.














Po) . . . (2.34)
,
where * = *o at {, = 0. Io = (xo,yo) is the point about which the electron
circulates with angular frequency cuo at a radius go. From equations (2,34)
ay=Ax-0.
(d) Perturbation of the Zero Order Field
For a honogeneous rnagnetic field which is perturbed by a
magnetic inhonogeneity such that the ¡adius of gyration p of the orbit
of the electron nultiplied by the gradient of the nagnetic field is much
less than the nagnetic field strength, or mathematically
PIVBI t<<Bz . , . (2.3s)
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then the drift expression of equation (2.32) nay be approximated by a
first-order drift result.
To first order the period, L of the orbit is given by equation
(2,33). To find Ay, the nagnetic field and the radius of gyration of the














, Using equation (2.36), and the zero order value of x fron equation (2.34),
equation (2.3I) becomes
2r
ay= p s inrldrþ
o
(x-x I dB














The drift expression first obtained by Alfven (1940) is obtained by divi-








or in vector forn
Yn t
where v = +mvz¡B is the magnetic dipole moment of the electron.
found to be an adiabatic invariant of the motion of the electron
It is
19.
(iii) Masnetic Field in the z Direction with an Electric Field
Along the x Axis
(a) General Intesral Expressions
The nagnetic field in the y direction is zetro, Thus
fron equations (2.8) and (2.15) the z component of the velocity is constant
and again need not be considered explicitly. From equations (2.r4) and
(2.18) the tine becomes
t-- dx . . . (2.39a)t
and y is given by
(rt * fr nut*))a*
/ + - Ç oc*l-(rr * fi nrt*))'
y= a . . . (2.seb)
This class of electro-magnetostatic fields includes the inportant
exanple of constant electric and nagnetic fields at right angles, in
which the electron moves with the electric drift velocity. For the
present analysis it vùill be more instructive to consider a Iarger group of
fields in which it"t" is a sirnple explicit relationship between the elec-
tric and nagnetic potentials.
(b) Magnetic Vector Potential with the same Functional
Form as the Electric Scalar Potential
If the electrostatic field is given by
ö(x) = 0 f (x) . . . (2.40)o
and the nagnetostatic vector potential along the y axis is
nr(x)=Aof(x) .. . (2.4r)
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where 0o and Ao are constants, and f(x) is an arbitrary function of x,
then equations (2.40) and (2.4L) yield
ó
0(x) = tfl Ay(x) ..(2.42)
o
using equations Q.ò ), (2.9), (2.40) and. (2.4L) rhe etecrric and
rnagnetic fields become
E(x) = oo # .. . (2.43)
B fxl =[ dfÇx)z' ' o dx . . . (2.44)t
and
...(2.4s)
substituting equations (2,40) and (2.4r) into equation (z.s9a), the
tirne becomes
Efxl 0o
E-?íì- = Á- = constant .z- ' o
dx
By rearranging f(x) in the denoninator of equation (2.46), and




. .. (2.47)dx t/m*'c-lf
where .EYi=Yr*-g-. ...(2.48)
z
If a new coordinate system is defined such that
. . . (2.4e)
... (2.s0)
then in the dashed coordinate system the electron moves as if under the
infl¡¿ence of a nagnetic field only. From equation (2.47) the speed of
ti = t, '*r'
vl =vxx
the electron in the dashed coordinate system is
y,z=2#-(vf-viz)





. . . (2.s3)
f= . .. (2.s2)
/v,2 - (v1 * finr{*))'
The integrand has the familiar forn of equation (2.22) except for
the superscripts denoting the dashed coordinate system.




The first term in equation (2.53) is a constant electric drift
component. The second tert is the nagnetostatic conponent in the dashed
coordinate system. Equations (2.49) and (2.50) can be rewritten
lti = 'ttrsinr/ , . . . (2.s4)
ti = trcosrf , ... (2.ss)
where ... (2.s6)
From equations (2.54), (2.55) and (2.52) the tine sinplifies to




where o = : B- ({,) is the gyrofrequency of the electron.m
Using equations (2.54), (2.55), (2.57) and (2.53)
. .. (2.s7)
E f .y--É.t, 
Jorsinúdr¡ t ¡..(2.58)
where pr = vt/u is the radius of gyration of the electron in the dashed
coordinate system. Finally from equations (2.r4), (2.49) and (2.s4)
sinrl-sinrû = ê----¡o *.'r (Ar(x¡ - Ar(xo) ) , .. . (2. s9)
where ü = Ûo at x = xo. Thus fron equations (2.57), (2.58) and (2.59) use
of the dashed coordinate system has transformed the static electromagnetic
problem into a nagnetostatic problem in the dashed coordinate systen plus
the electric drift component of equation (2.58),- f- a.
z
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(c) Bound Periodic Orbits
If the electron conpletes fu1l cycles and is bound between a
maximun value x2, and a ninfunun value x1, then over a complete orbit
equation (2.57) yields
f= . . . (2.60)
one
as the period of the orbit. In that tine from equation (2.5g) and (2.60)




p 'sinrfdrf ... (2.61)
one
period








p I sinrfdr/ . ;. (2.62a)
one
period
where rE = - E(x)/Bz(x) is a generarízed electric drift velocity, and
23.
p rsinrfdrf . . . (2.62b)
one
period
is the magnetostatic drift velocity of the electron in the dashed coordin-
ate systen.
(d) Constant Electric and Magnetic Fields
The most inportant exanple of such bound orbits is the case of
an electric field E = Eoi and nagnetic field g, = Àb where Eo and À are
constants. Equation (2.57) becomes









= 0 at t = to, and oo = eÀ/m is the




withv=v' 'o att=t o
where x = x whent=to
Ây




Fron equation (2.9) the nagnetic vector potential due to
nagnetic field is Ar(x) = Àx. substituting this into equation
value of x becomes
* - på sinrp + xo ,
o
rntegration of equation (2,63) over a full cycle of the orbit of
the electron leads to the zero order result To= 2n/uo. From equation




along the y axis in time T.
o . . . (2.66)






. . . (2.67)




This result is used extensively to describe many ionospheric and
laboratory situations in which there are crossed electric and nagnetic
fields.
(e) Electric ScaIar Potential Related to the Square of the
Magn etic Vector Potential
' Analytical solutions to the notion of an electron in static
electro-magnetic fields exist if the relationship between the electric and
magnetic potentials is
0(x) = on|(x) , . . . (2.68)
where ô is a constant. From equations (2.18) and (2.68) the energy of the
electron becomes
2




€Ð' * \? * *r'ar(x) . (å)2 o Rr{x)
o=l-2nô
e
. . . (2.6e)
. . . (2.70)




. . . (2.72)













/ ez - o(p * * Ay(*))'
and by using equations (2.L4) and (2.73) y becones
(yt * fr nrt*l)a*
/82-atp*9nr(*))'
Equations (2.74) and (2.75) are now in forns sinilar to the inte-
grals of the nagnetostatic equations (2.22) and (2.23). They have however
been modified by a constant Q. This constant contains the parameter ô,
which relates the electric and rnagnetic potentials.
If the electric potential becomes small conpared rvith the magnetic
potential, ô approaches zero. Thus Q approaches one, and [2 sirnplifies to
v2, Equations (2.74) and (2,75) therefore reduces to integral forns of
the nagnetostatic equations (2.22) and (2.23). If the magnetic field
beco¡nes negligible in comparison with the electric field, ô approaches
infinity. (ð being of the same order of magnitude as the energy of the
electron). The parameter CI therefore approaches -2rnô/e and equations
(2.74), and (2.75) go over into the electrostatic result of equation
(2.Le).
For 0 < f¿ < æ , there are the useful substitutions
Esino=n%(F*9nr{*))
26.
. . . (2.76)
. . . (2.78)
. . . (2.7s)
6cos0 = . . . (2.77)
Differentiation of equation (2.76) and substitution of the result into






where ur. 3 g-fel is the gyrofrequency of the electron.m
Similarly equations (2.75), (2.76), (2,9) and (2,78) give
f,=





and from equation (2,76) x is expressed as a function of 0.
(c) Constant Magnetic Field and an Electric Field with Constant
Gradient
For a magnetic field B, = X , and an electric field E = Eox









. . . (2.80)
. . . (2.81)
where 0 = 0o at t = to and oo = eÀ/m is the gyrofrequency of the electron.





where y = yo att=t o






. . . (2.83)
2.4 Discussion of Results
The analysis in this chapter clearly indicates that for specific
forms of static nagnetic fields solutions can be found for the motion of
an electron in tems of the angular paraneter rf,r. This has then been
extended to take into account static fields in which an electrostatic
field is also present.
Whilst the purely electrostatic problem has been analysed in depth,
(Marion (1970), Whittaker (1965)) and solved for specific forms of x
dependence of scalar potential, the present research has indicated that
equivalent analysis is possible for the conplementary magnetostatic
problerns. The following chapters will reinforce this point of view by
analysing specific forms of field dependence. Indeed, this thesis will
indicate horv analysis is possible with electromagnetostatic field configura-





3.1 Drift Velocity Expressions for Bound Orbits in a St atic
Magnetic Field
Fron Section (ii) parts (a) and (b) in Chapter 2, Part 2.3, the
average motion of an electron in periodic tine T can be found for bound
orbits. The functions which constitute the drift velocity expressions
are found to be related to the magnetic vector potential of the nagnetic
field. For an exponentially varying nagnetic fj-eId, the drift velocity
of the electron is related to the nagnetic potential at x = xo, whilst
for a nagnetic field with a power lal dependence, G + -1, the functions
describing the drift are related to the vector potential at x = x2 due to
the choice of functional representation of the results in terms of hyper-
geonetric functions. cr = -1 is a degenerate case and the solutions
obtained depend on the paraneter u = H which is independent of x.
3.2 Exponentially Yarying Magnetic Field
For a nagnetic field of the form
B
z
-(lx=Àet . . . (3.1)
as shown in Figure 1(b), where À and o are constants > 0, equation Q.29)
becomes
sinrfr - sinúo
.(lxeÀ , qx -"o=õFLe -e .c3.2)
v"ith the aid of equation (2.9). For sinplicity of nathematical formula-
tion and without particular loss of generality, xo is chosen to correspond
to rl¡o = 0. Equation (3.2) then becones
MV
t)
x=x *1ocr + a-
o









MAGNE.TIC FIELD U PWARDS.
BOUNDORBIT OF AN ELECTRON
lN Bz= Àe*x.
Br(O) = À









where, Ao = Àe
bound orbits
oXo
/o is the nagnetic vector potential at * = *o. For
It-l < I As shown in Figure l(a), and from equation





. . . (3,4)
...(5.7)
. . . (3.8)




The lower bound, x1r of the orbit at ú = * tt
. . . (3.s)
and -T<xl.<x<xz<@ ... (3.6)
(i) The Exact Drift Velocit ess]-0n

















where ¡¡^ = -! is the gyrofrequency of the electron at x = )o m - rÞ L¡rs Ë,/r'urrcquer¡cy r Ene T,Ion E xo.














a constant magnetic field, B^ = Àe'o
Sínilarly, equation (2.3I) yields
30.
. . . (3.s)






































(ii) Alfvenrs Approxfunate Theory
For a magnetic field which is adiabatically affected,















where fron equation (2,9), Br(xo) = oAo
Equation (3.L2) agrees with the Alfven drift expression of
equation (2,38) for an exponentially varying field.





















In Figure 2 tli'e exact drift velocity expression of equation (3.if)
is plotted again mvra 
"d 
- dpo and conpared with the perturbation result in
equation (3.12) . From Figure 2 tt,e Alfven drift velocity is in good
agreement with the exact result for 0 . þ S 0.6, the maximum error of
o
the approximate result being less than ten percent.
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( iii) Di-scussion of Results
3.3 Masnetic Field with Power Law D ependence
The nagnetic field is of the forn
. . . (3.13)









Provided " + -1 and xo > 0 then equations (2.2g) and (2.g)
{r * (sinr! - sinr¡o) ] ß . . . (3.14),
$= t . . . (3.ls)
rlsA =Àßxoo . . . (3.16)
is the magnetic vector potential at x = xo which, from equation (2.9)
generates the magnetic field
. . . (3.17)
From equation (3.L7), the radius of gyration of the electron at x = xo is
mv






The electron motion sketched in Figure 3 is for xo > 0
chosen to correspond to úo = 0 equation (3.14) yields
Again if xo is
+ . . . (3.ls)
Recalling that equation (3.19) applies for all o except cx = -1, the
electron orbits are then bounded between the linits
. . . (3.20)
x = xo {1 sin{}
3nforrf=ï,and
xz=Xo(t . . . (3.2r)
for rþ =T, so that
0<xt<x<X2(æ . . . (3.22)
For a > 0 the rnagnetic field vanishes on the line x = 0, and the electron
motion is sketched in Figure 3. For cr < 0 the field B" becomes infinite
on the line x = 0. The drift reverses direction and has the sane general
form as in Figure 4 fot the case of c = -1, to be considered in Case 2 of
Section 2.
ß
Another class of notions of practical interest (Seymour 1959)
when xo = 0, and
d>0,




. . . (3.23)
ß+
so that B_ is always zero on the line x = 0. Then with r¡ = r¡z
equation (2.29) wítll. (3.13) gives




x= . . . (3.24)
Under these conditions the electron enters a region of reversed
nagnetic field when it crosses the neutral plane x = 0 if cr is an odd
integer, and syrnmetrical electron motions of the type shown in Figure 5
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ELECTRON DRIFT IN BZ=\XTCASE4,oàq AN EVEN INTEGER.MOTtON CROSSES THE LINE X= O.
J5.
x = + {åä (sinrl - sir,,¡,o¡}Ê , . . . (3.2s)
with the limits
X2 = -1ç1 = {å H(r - sinr¡o)}ß , . . . (3.26)
forr|=T,sothat
0>xl<x<x2(æ. . . . (3.27)
For a an even integer the magnetic field does not reverse direction
when the electron crosses the neutral plane into the region x < 0.
Particle motions of the type shown in Figure 6 nol occur, and from equa-
tion (3.24) the corresponding limits are given by
xr = - tå H çr + sinpo))ß . . . (3.28)
3nfor rf = ï, and
,., = {ä [ä) (r - sinrto)]u, . . . (3.2e)
forrf=+,sothat
0>xt<x<x2(o. . . . (3.30)
Exact Solutions in Terms of Hypergeometric Functions
Case 1: " + -1 Electron does not cross the line x = 0, on which B, = 0
whenq>0andB = - In¡hen a < 0.z
From equations (3.15) , (3.16) , (3.17) , (3.18) , (5.19) and
(2.3I) the exact drift in the y direction, from Figure 3 is given by
2n
sinrf drfay=p ... (3.31)
o
t




At x = x2r equations(3.2I), (3.13) and (3.16) respectively become




Then use of the variable þ = I - i r" equation (3.31), leads, with the
help of (3.16) , (3.L7) and (3.27) to
Ly = 4pz d0 - 8pz
Îi
Z sin26a4





. . . (s.32)















. . . (3.36)
For x1 > 0 (c.f . equation (3.22)), equations (3,20), (3,2L) and (3.34)
yield
. . . (3.37)
2t (c
,=k('-Ð
x2 > xo ,#:,u a *,ou
so that the upper limit "f å and of oß i, unity. From the theory ofþ*o
hy¡lergeometric functions one has the result, (see Appendix 1)
) å (rr'o) 2b-1 ¡.or6 ,2c-2b-Lur
o
F(a,b¡c!x) =
r (b) r (c-b) (1 - xsin2p) a
t
. . . (3.38)
'l
which for b = f, c = I reduces to
!.o-
v





. . . (3.42)
o
Noting that result (3,32) gives o, = I o3x2, expression (3.ss) reduces to,
by further nanipulation
(1-osin24)
. . . (3.40)
Hence in terms of hypergeornetric functions of the forn (3.39), by
putting x = ot ã = -ß for the first integral and a = | - ß for the second
integral of equation (3.40), Ày can be written
Ay = nßxz{z¡r¡-e ,ll-;o) - F(1- ø,!;U o)) + oF(1-0,};r;o)}
... (3.41)
From equation (2.30) and utilizing equarions (3.15), (S.16),
(3.77), (3.18) and (3.19) the periodic tine is
,ÍT




And so with reference to Figure 5, the periodic tine T corres-
ponding to Ay is obtained as
d0
. . . (5.43)
(1 - osin24) 1-ß ',
with the help of equations (3.21) and (3,34). Putting a = 1- ß and x = o












T = TF(l - 3,|;I;o) ..(s.44)
Elimination of x2 from equation (3.44) by neans of equation




gives the interesting forn
vo ... (3.4s)




o it F (1 - ø,1;I;o)1-t
Equation (3.46) expresses the periodic tine T for non-circular or-
bital motion in terms of the zero order tine To corresponding to electron cir-
cular orbital motion in a constant nagnetic field Bo = Àxl.
Fron equations (3.41) and (3,44) the exact drift velocity for










. . . (3.47)
Iflhen a = 1 equation (3. 13) reduces to a magnetic field of con-
stant gradient À, and the results (3.41), (3.44) and (3.47) reduce to
those obtained by Seymour (1959, Section 3, Case 1). Since cr = 1, ß = |,an"rt
fron equation (3.59), with x = o = kf,
IT
î'cI,T,Ltk?) - lz)":--q;ñ"-












are conplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds respectively,
both of nodulus k1 where k1 is bounded by the inequality
o:tr<1 . . . (3.4e)
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It has been seen that for c > 0 the electron drift has the pattern
and clirection shown in Figure 3, and that for o < 0 the drift has the
pattern and direction shown in Figure4. When q = 0 equation (3.13)
gives the nagnetic field as B, = À = constant. Then r^rith ß = 1,
t1F(0,ä;1;o) = 1; F(-I,;;I;6) = I - o/2, equations (3.19) , (3,20), (3.41),
(3.46) and (3.47) respectively reduce to, xt = xo - go, x2 = Xo * go,
Ày = 0, T = To, and vo = 0, as is correct for circular electron orbital
motion in a constant nagnetic field.
Case2: s= -1 Electrondoesnot cross the linex= 0onwhichB =-.
htren a = -1 equation (3.13) becomes B, = ),/x, and ß becomes
infinite. For electron notion in this nagnetic field the results (3.41),
(3,44) a:rd (3.47) for Ay, T and vo are invalid. The infinite value of ß
here suggests solutions for these quantities in terms of confluent hyper-
geonetric functions. Again choosing xo to correspond to rfo = 0, use of









From equations (2.31) and (3.50),
(2.29) yields in this case
... (3.s0)
electron ¡notion of Figure 4 ín B, = l/x is
-o o/xo 3ntorV=T ...(3.sl)
+o /x'o' o forg=I ... (3.s2)






and similarly equation (2.30) yields
=-t v e
9o/xosinrJ.'
. . . (3.s4)
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Thus, with reference to Figure 4, equation (3.53) gives
Lv=2o ... (5.ss)
Fron equations (3.13) and (3,32) it is found in this case that
1l





Fron confluent hy¡rergeonetric function theory we have the result (Appendix
2)
r^+,li-v) = I n
By neans of the standard result (e.g. Hochstadt, 1971)
ft-uir,u;-r) = - ffM(a+1,b+l;-v) ...(3.s8)
alrd the previous result (5.57), equation (3.56) becones
Ly = 2¡p e {r',t¡},r ;-v¡ - M(r,2;-ùI ...(3.se)
2P - 2Pz'o










Sinilarly equations (5.45), (3.54) and (3.57) yield for the periodic time
T=T 1 r-v) . . . (5.60)
and so the drift of an electron in a nagnetic field B, = À/x becomes fron






o M(r,r, _u)'S="{t- . . . (5.61)
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Case 3: a > 0 an odd integer. Electron crosses the line x = 0 on
which B- = 0 and enters a region of reversed nagnetic field.z
When q > 0 is an odd integer, equation (3.1S) shows that the
nagnetic field reverses when x < 0, and the symnetrical motions of Figure
5 occur. Here equations (3,24) and (2.3I) give for x > 0
ß/'mV\tãj g 1-ß sinrldú . . . (3.62)
. . . (3.63)
v- 1-ß
( s inrf.r- s inrf o)




Using ,þ = + -2Q, then þo = T -2þo, where frorn Figure 5,









X2 = -,XI = o . . . (3.64)








ß 1-ß(s inrf - sinrf o)
= 23+st5)u u'-u t[" 
,,r"ï:,Tllr",,_u
d0 Ì . ...(3.6s)
(sin2qo-sirrtó) 1-ß














. . . (3.66)
where
40.





using equations (3.32), (3.64) ancl (2.9).
The result (3.38) enables (5.65) to be written as
2g-rLy = 2Ly {2Fi - Fz} ,
where
n%zB
I . . . (3.6e)r(Ê *
,L,
and
. . . (3.70)
F2=Ft|èts*!;f) ... (3.71)
Sirnilarly equation (3.63) yields for the periodic tine
r = 3 L r',B-', ,, ..(3.72)
Fron the results (5.68) and (3.72) the drift velocity for s > 0 an odd
integer nay be written
Âv , Ft
'o = ï = rl (' f - t) "G,3)
Recalling the forns (3.4S), when c¡¿ = 1 , B = ! ""a the results (5.68),
(3.72) and (5.73) reduce to those obtained by Seynour (1959, Section III,
Case 2).
Case 4: ü > 0 an even integer. Electron crosses the line x = 0 on
which B = 0 and enters a region of non-reversed fields.z
When c > 0 is an even integer equation (3.13) shows that the
nagnetic field does not Teverse direction when x < 0. Here the magnetic





typically the electron drift patterns are as shown in Figure 6.
From equations (3.24) and (2.3I) the form (3.62) is again obtained
for y, while use of equation (2.30) gives for t the form (3.63).
In terms of 0o the linits given by equations (3.2S) and (3.29) are
ß
and
r2mvrxt = - [gu),J
r2mvr ßxz = lg"),i
ß
^y 
= 2(yJ ß1-Ê i rzJ*o (sinrJ.'-sinrþo)
sinVdrl
From the drift pattern of Figure 6, Ay can be expressed as
t2B a'oco
1_Ê ij:" +







. . . (3.76)
Again using þ = T -rf , and r¡,,o = T -Zþo, equation (3.76) becomes




. . . (3.77)
Changing the variable Q to 0 in the first integral of equation
(3.77) by neans of the relationship sinQ = sinÖosinO, and changing




rnvl\eÀ/ uL-B 52u 
, 
Ir, (I-t¡ztinzrr-1 (t-y2sin2o)h














hrhere, fron equations (3.32), (3. 75) and (2.9)
rn terms of the results (5.38), equation (5.78) finally becomes
. . . (3.7e)
where I is given by equation (5.69), Fl and F2 are given by equations
(3.70) and (3.7I) respectively (but with ß determined by o > 0 an even
integer), and
. . . (3.80)
F4 = Fc|,Its *l;e2) . . . (3.81)
sinilarly, reference to Figure 6 and equation (s.6i) enables the
periodic tine T in this case to be expressed as
y = sin{o = (tY)"'= (#l' , and r = cosço = (1 - tz)\
ny = l{fß-l¡zFr - Fz) - E29-t(2F3 - F4)i ,
F3 = F C- T,Tts* !,e") ,
T=lv l(t'g-r Fz * E
2B-I F+) . . . (3.82)
From results (3.79) and (3.82) the drift velocity for c > 0 an even
integer becomes
2g-t (2F1-F2) - E 29-7 (2F 3-F4)Y
.r2ï-rr. * €23-L p+
. . . (5.83)
since cr cannot be assigned the value unity in this case, there is no
solution here which can be expressed in terns of the complete elliptic
integrals given by the forns (3.48).
3.3 Alfvenrs Approxinate Drift Veloci ty
In Cases 1 and 2 of the previous section the electron does not
cross the neutral plane, and Atfvents drift velocity is readily obtained





Considerjng first the ratio of hypergeometric functions appearing
in the result (3.47)¡ Use of series A1 of Appendix I and the binomial





;-1-|o- f tr-o)o2, . . . (3.84)
where it can be seen fron equation (3.34) that the smallness of o relative
to unity inplies orbital notion far from the neutral plane. Insertion of
the result (3.B4) into the equation (3.47) yields the first order ß dep-
endent Alfven drift velocity expression
P=-|cr-elo. . . . (3.8s)
4pz
equation (3.34) above gives s = $ and equation
I







as obtained by Seynour (1959, Section III, Case 1).
Consider now the ratio of confluent hypergeometric functions
appearing in the result (3.61) for o - -1, the use of series (À6) of
Appendix 2 sinilarly leads for v.4 1, to the approximate result
v
TI (3.87)
Substitution of this result into equation (3.61) gives the Alfven drift
velocity expression
VD v










. . . (3.8e)p2
vD I r-g p2 ... (3.s0)v 2 Bxz
When a approaches -1, ß approaches infinity, and the lfuniting forns of









where, from equation (3.34), o = - E
with
. . . (s.s2)
,v
consistent with result (3.88) in the small-perturbation limit
4 Discussion of Results
In Cases 1 and 3 of Section 2, which yielded Ay, T and vo/v in
terms of hypergeometric functions, it was noted that when c¡ = 1 these
results assumed forms containing the well-tabulated complete elliptic
integrals E and K (see e.g. Byrd and Friedman, L97L).
For cr = -2 ín Case 1 equation (3.47) sinplifies by neans of linear
transfornations of hypergeometric functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965)
t
Similarly, when a = -3 in Case 1 equation (3.47) becones












The results (3,92) and (3.94) were used respectively to obtain the
curves for e = -2 and cr = -3 in Figure 7. However, in general, when
particular values of o are chosen in Cases 1, 3 and 4 the hypergeornetric
functions so deterrnined are not related.to well tabulated functions of
nathe¡natical physics, and since F(a,b;c;x) is not extensively tabulated
for the great range and variety of conbinations of arbrc and x that nay be
encountered inpractical situations, the nost effective way of utilizing
the principal results for v/vo given by equations C3,47), (3.73) and
(3.83) of Cases 1, 3 and 4 of Section 2 is to first calculate the specific
F(a,b;c;x) that are required.
Although the confluent hypergeotnetric function in Case 2 is better
tabulated (see e.g. Slater, 1960; and Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, pp503-
535) the above conclusion appeared to apply to the numerical evaluation
of equation (5.61), expressing vo/v in terms of M(a,b;x). Accordingly,
P.W. Seymour developed programs for use with the Monroe 1656 desk top
computer/calculator (having 256 progran step capacity) to obtain
F(a,b;c;x) and M(a,b;x), and hence normalized drift velocity character-
istics for selected values of cr in Cases 7,2,3 and 4 as shown in Figure 7.
While calculations leading to Figure 7 were tedious, it is a simple matter
to extend the Alfven drift velocity region to snaller values of vo/rr fq¡
selected values of a by ernploying the srna11 perturbation results C3.85)
and (3.88) .
The notion of a charged particle in the magnetic field of a straight
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Hertweck (1959). In terms of a parameter À (the reduced angular momentum
of the particle) Hertweck considers four special cases of particle notion
in the nagnetic field external to the conductor. The only case which is
analytically tractable is that of À = 0, in which the particle motion is
confined to a neridian p1ane. Detailed examination of Hertweckrs case of
À = 0 shorvs that it corresponds in effect to the present Case 2 of a = -1.










(3.61). In direct confirmation of this







where e is a dinensionless parameter forrned from the ratio of two energies.
Using standard Bessel function theory (e.g. Be1l, 1963), equation (3.96)
can be expressed in terms of modified BesseI functions as





an alternative form of our result
result one c¿rn show that equation




I --I v "[Ð
...(5.se)
and equation (3.60) as
. . . (3.100)
after a number of transformations, whereupon, with vo = Ly/T the result
(3.9S) is inmediately obtained. Calculations of vo /v from equation
t
47.
(3.38) using suitable mathematical tables of nodified Bessel functions
(1937, 1952) leads to results agreeing generally to four decimal places
with those calculated frorn equation (3.61) by neans of the Monroe 1656
desk top computer/calculator approach described above. The advantage of
this latter approach is of course, that for all characteristics appearing
in Figure 7 plotted points can be obtained as required for any selected
values of the variable X, whereas for the particular characteristics which
may be plotted using approptiate nathematical tables one does not have
this freedon of choice, which can prove inconvenient.
Referring to Table 1 of Figure 7, for the region 0 I X < I the
angle ùo corresponding to zero drift velocity is found from the numerical
work to be approxinately -40o for cr = 1, preciseLy zero for a = 2 and
approxirnately -21o for a = 3. Referring to Figure 6, for u = 2 the elec-
tron drift in the negative direction of the y-axis the left-hand part of
the drift cycle has zero displacenent u¿hen üo. -28o. For electron drift
in the positive direction of tlre y-axis the right-hand part of the cycle
has zero displacement when ùo = 28o.
This work on a magnetic field with power law dependence has been
accepted for publication in the Australian Journal of Physics (1975).
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CHAPTER 4
4.I Trajectory of an Electron in a Spatially Dependent Magnetic Field
The orbits of the slectron rvill be analysed in terms of Q which is
connected to rf.r by the relation rf = ! + 2Þ, Only half of the orbit will
be analysed for bound orbits as the rest of the orbit can be obtained fron
the first half cycle. Sinilarly only half of the trajectory will be con-
sidered when ar¡alysing unbound orbits. The position, P, of the electron
at time, t = t(S) is given by
P (0) (x (0) ,y (0) ) . . . (a.la)
and for bound orbits t = y = 0 for ,þ = I and x = x2. ThusQ=9rand
P (0) (xz , o) ...(4.lb)
Equation (4.lb) will also give the initial conditions for an unbound path
in an exponential magnetic field in which the trajectory of the electron
asymptotes to an angle rf r, (and þt), as x approaches --.
For a magrletic field with a power 1aw dependence in which x > 0 and
cx < -1, unbound orbits rvi1l asynptote to an angle rþt as x approaches +-.
For this type of trajectory the initial conditions will be taken at
.3rþ=ï tvherex has itsmininunvalue x1 andt = y= 0. Using the
substitution rf = Y + 20 the position of the electron at time t = t(g) is
P (0) (x(0),y(0)), . . . (a.2a)
with the initial condition at t (0) 0 given by
P (0) (xr,o)
As rþ approaches {r, 0 approaches 0' so that úr = Y + 2el
. . . (4.2b)
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The appropriate equations required to analyse the trajectories are
found in Section 2.3, part (II), (a) of Chapter 2.
4.2 Exponentially Varyi ng Magnetic Field
The magnetic field is again of the forn
Àe
ctx
. . . (3.1)
where I and c > 0, as shown in Chapter 5, Figure 1(b).
(i) Bound Orbits
A typical orbit is shown in Figure 1(a). From equations
(2.27), (5.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (5.5) the time is given by
t (,r) = dì¡ ...(4.3)
1+ nv sinrjl)a--
o
Using the substitution ',þ = + + 2þ folLowed by




















Similarly fron equations (2 ,28), (3 . 1) , (3 .2) , (3 .3) , (3 .4) , (3 . 5)
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y(o) = î tan o0- tanQ ...(4.s)
. . . (4.6)
. . .(4.7)






From equation (3.3) x becomes
x(o) = x2 + * ¿n (cos24(1 + tan2o))
with the aid of equation (3.4). The position P = (x(0),y(O)) of the elec-






If equation (4,7) is invalid the electron path is unbounded
and ü approaches rpr as x approaches --. From equation (3.2) and rvith
reference to Figure I (b)
eÀ .Î.qxSrnil, - slnÚ' = 
--mv(x
...(4.8)
with üo chosen to be the angle rf.rt at xt = -@.
Using the substitution ,þ = I + 2þ, equation (4.8) yields
x(O) = å ur, {iF (sin2q' - s:-n2q)} , . . . (4.e)
as the x coordinate. This has a maximum value x2 such that
* u" t* sin24')x2 ...(4.10)
when 4 = 9. Fron equations (3.1), (4.8), (4.9) and (2.27) and using the
substitution rf = I " 2þ, t]¡e time becomes
d'l,
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0 sec2odô
o (1 - (cot24')crn2O)
dvì+l
... (4.11)






+ r.o (1 - (cotQ'þ) (r + þot$'þ)
o
{
. . . (4.r2)
Finally, if x = 1 - (cotQ')r is substituted into the first integral
Xr = I + (cot0tF is substituted into the second integral of equation (4,I2),
the tine reduces to
. . . (4.13)





and thus in terms ef 0r y is given by
y(o) =+* co!?{¿r, 1




. . . (4.14)I - cot$rtanþ
(c) Discussion of Solutions
Figure 1(f) shows a typical bound orbit for which rnv/eAo = 0.5.
Figures 1(c), (d) and (e) show different unbound orbits for omv/eÀ = 1
and Of ranging through 30o,45o and 600 respectively. Fron equation (4.I4),
as 0+0r, I - cot0rtang+9. Thereforeybecomes infiniteifO'*+So.
when gr = 45o the orbit is such that the maximum value of y is yr"* = h
when Qt = ä radians. This is analogous to a reflection at right angles
o(x
-3 MAGNETf C FIELD OUT OF THE PAGE.
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to the line y = g. If 0 < Ot . ä, then the electron moves always in the
positive y direction, lvhilst if ä < O' . I tn" electron orbit loops and
eventually moves in the negative y direction.
4,3 Magnetic Field with a Power Law Dependence B .ct
^x
52.
. . . (4.18)
Cgse 1: Bound Orbits not Crossing tne Line x = 0,o | -t.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the appropriate half cycles for both
cr > 0 and a < 0 respectively. From equations (3.19) , (3.21), (3.34) and




= x2(1 - osin2q¡ß ...(4.17)









(t . þ sinrt)ß
z
tr(o)=+J
o (1 - orin2ç)1-ß
t({,) = F
o
v({,) = L J
d0




i F . þ'i",l,)ß
o
0
Y(ó) = gxzI2 (t - osin,O) ßaO - Q-o)
0 d0
o (1 - orirr'O)1-ß
Ì
o
. . . (4.le)
with the sane notation as in Chapter 3.
If Q were chosen to be I equations (4.18) and (4.19) would give
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. . . (4.23)
(1 - xsin2p) a
as a curly-F function, (see Appendix 3) then equations (4.18) and (4.19)
become
and 
t(o) =ry7 (1-ß'|;r;o;Ö) ' "'(4'21)
v(o) = ry {2g(-e,!;t;o;o) - 7(1-ß,};1;o;0))
+ oV(L'.ß,!;t;o;O)] . . . (4.22)
IIn particular if c = I and ß = i
0 dö








)î rr- î,îrr,tf ;ol = [0 (r - kfsi n'Ð2aþ = E(kr/o) ,ro
where F(kr/Q) and E(kr/Q) are incomplete elliptic integrals of the first
and second kinds respectively. Equations (4,2I) and (4.22) therefore
reduce to
'l
t(0) =;F(krlç) , ...(4.24)
y(0) = xz(2(e(kr/O) - r(krlô)) + tfr(krlo)) , ...(4.2s)







kî = . . . (4.27)
s4
Case 2 i cr = -1. Electron does no't, cross the line x = 0 on which B =æz
The orbit of the electron is shown in Figure 2 (b). Fron equation
(3.50) the x value becomes
mv
x = xo ,ëT 
srnv 
, ... (g.50)
which on using the substitution ,þ = + + Q becones
mv
=r- cosqx(o) = *o n"^











1 f0 -i cos$
--tI û)lo /o
v(o) = t" f:
"v/2t(o) =rot - M(r,l;-v;ó)
dú ,
. . . (4.28)
. . . (4.2e)




and similarly the value of y fron equation (3.53) is given by
In a sinilar manner as with the bound orbits o.* -7 a curly-M







(sine)b-1 (*. (Ð )o-'^ut,L1-b t
as shown in Appendix 4.
Tlrus equations (4.29) and (4.30) can be written
and
. . . (4.32)
y(0) = rp Lv/2 W(r,1;-v;ô) - r(*,2;-v;0)) ,
55.
. . . (4.33)
. . . (4.34)
. . . (4.3s)
. . . (4.36)
using the nomenclature of chapter 3 together with equation (4.sl). If
0 = n, then equations (4.32) and (4,33) are precisely half the increments
in equations (5.59) and (3.60) of Chapter S.
CaseS: a>0. Electron crosses the line x = 0 on which B - 0.
o
r(oF) - 2 ß 2g-LY
z
The section of the trajectory to be considered as shown in
Figure f(a) is the region of r/., varying from f t" n - {.,o. The renainder
of a fu1l cycle can be found in a sinilar manner for o both even and odd.






(sinrP- sinrþo) 1-ß '
and using ,tt = T + 2þ, with rlo = I * 2Qo equation (4.34) yields












Thus fron equations (5.69), (4.20) and (4.30) the tine becomes
with
. 2B-T
t (o¡) = \u- 72(o2;þp) . . . (4.37)
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. . . (4.38)
. . . (4.3e)
. . . (4.42)
and
or
7r(y2;0p) = v(- I,Itu * !;t2;Op)
Sinilarly fron equation (3.62)
y(oF) = lr2B-L(7r(r2;op) - T rr{v1or))
Using equation (3.24) and the substitution rf = T * 2þ, x becornes
x = É fm (sinrf - sinio))Ê ,
x(o¡) = i (#) Isr's "or2ß0, .. (4.40)
Thus equations (4.37), (4.39) and (4.40) constitute any point
P(0¡) = (x(Qp),y({F)) of the _orbit of the electron at a tine t = t(QF).
If a=1, ß =+thenequation (4,57) becomes
0F
(1 - 12si n'þ)2
F (v/0p) ...(4.41)






and from equation (4.39)
v(oF) = (H)2 G(r/¿,r) -+r(v/o¡))
Also from equations (4.40) and (3.67)
7-
x(op) = (-4"J Ycos0F '
...(4.43)
and thus
x(0r.) = xz co-sQ, ...(4.44)
The expressions F(y/QF) and E(V/QU) are elliptic integrals of the first and
second kinds as defined in equation (4 ,23) , l\rhen Q = ôo, 0p = | and
equations (4,4L) and (4,42) reduce to precisely one quarter the results
57.
obtained by Seyrnour (1959) (Section III, Case 2), as the present analysis
ranges over one quarter of a cycle of the orbit of the electron.
Case 4: Unbound orbíts o < -1. As x approaches infinity the electron
orbit asyrnptotes to a straight line cutting the x axis at an
angle rf r .
A typical unbound orbit is shown in Figure 3(b). From equations
(2.29), (2.9) and (3.15) the x coordinate in terrns of rf and rf f is
sinrP - sinrPr =ßÇau) *r/ g
* = {å Ë^) (sinrf - sinr¡ r ¡ 1ß , .. . (4.46)
and using the substitutions ,þ = ? + 2Q and r!' = * + 2þ' equation (4.46)
yields
x(o) = (å (T^) (sin2s - sin2qr¡)ß . . . (4.47)
The ¡nininum value of x is at ú = f *n"n x = xI and
xr = ( å+rir,2q')ß
since o < -1 and x is infinite at rl, = út From equation (4.45)
where ß < 0.
rl,
. . . (4.4s)
... (4.48)
From equations (4.46), (3.13), (2.26), (2.27) and the substitution
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Substitution of sin0, sinóffi in equation (4,49) gives
t (or) = { (yJ 
u 









(TI"J s inrl.rdr! 1-ß ',(sinû'-sinrf )







From equation (4.47) x can be expressed as
x(or) = (+h)
ß 2ß 2g(sinf ') (cosQr) . . . (4.s2)
utilizing equations (4.37) and (4.38) with y replaced by CI = sinQ'
*U 0f replaced by ôf , equation (4.S0) becomes
I
z (1-sin24'sin24r)L Ì
r (Or) = * n2B-L 726¿2;þ.r)
and equation (4.51) yields
v(or) = - I a2s-r (7r(CI2;0r) - lrr(n1or)) ,
...(4.s3)




O = sin0r = (4. ss)
and A1 is the nagnetic vector potential of the magnetic field at x = xt.
Discussion of Results
The bound orbits of cases 1 and 3 yielded the position of the elec-
tron, P(Q) = (x(0),y(0)) at a time t(S) in terns of the newly defined
curly-F function. It was shown that when cr = 1, the results assumed forms
containing inconplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds,
which are well tabulated (see e.g. Byrd and Friedrnan,lgTl). Differing
trajectoriesforcr = l areshorcn inFigures 4 and5. Wheno - -2, ß= -1
and the orbits are bound, equation (4.18) gives
t(0) = - ox23/2 { e-o)tan- 
1 ( (1 -o)'tanq¡
r- eAr ìtzffi-/
2(L-o)
- | sin l2(tan-r (çt-o¡"tanq) ) I Ì
with the help of Appendix 5, equation (4.31).
Sinilarly equation (4.19) yields
and fron equation (4.L7) the value of x is




. ry osin[2çtan-l ((t-o)'tano))] ] ... (4.s7)
... (4.s6)
. . . (4.s8)
If the orbits for o - -2, p = -1 are unbounded, then fron equation
(4.49) and Appendix 5 equation (A.SS¡rttre time yields
d0





+ (1 + tan2q'¡
and using equation (4.54)and (4.38þf Appendix 5, equation (4.51) becomes
= 4r"rih; { ¡t-tan2o'1.tr, {+i
v(o ) = 
^#u 










x(O ) = + (sin2q' - rir,2ó )-1 . .. (4.61)
Solutions for both bound and unbound trajectories are in terms of trigono-
netric and logarithmic functions of the boundary conditions of the orbit,
and also the angular parameter Q.
lllhen a - -3, p = - l, ^na equations 
(4.1S) and (4.19) give the
bound orbit results




. . . (4.62)
Y(0) = - (2F(k/0) -(2-o)E(k/0)),
where F(k/0) and E(k/0) are incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and
second kind respectively, with k = (3-rr" and 0 = tan-l { (r-o)%tan4}




In general however it will not be possible to obtain results in
terms of well known functions of mathenatical physics, and it will be
necessary to compute curly-F and curly-Mfunctions. For cr * -l and
x(0) = x2
b > c > 0 the curly-F functions can be found using the series expansion
61.
. . . (4.64)
. . . (4.6s)







which is closely related to the series expansion for the Gaussian hyper-
geometric function, but every tern in the series is rnodified by the norma-
Lized incomplete beta function
as shown in equation (414). Equation (4.64) sinplifies to incomplete
elliptic integrals when a = !+,b =+and c = 1. (Hancock$917} pp26).
If b + " + O which is the case for unbound orbits, (c. -l) the
series expansion (4.64) cannot be applied. In this case it will be neces-
sary to integrate equation (4,20) by standard quadrature ¡nethods.








B (n+a,b-a) . . . (4.67)
is a ¡nodified beta function. Thus when o = -1 electron trajectories of
equations (4,32) and (4.33) can be found using equations(4.66) and (4,67).
The inconplete beta function is well tabulated (Pearson, K; (1934)) or it
can be readily computed.
Figure 4 shows trajectories
not cut the line x = 0. The values
orbits which cut the line x = 0. 0
for cr = 1, in which the electron does
^r 1 I Figure5showsot kl are 1 and;
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5.1 Motion of the Electron in a Periodically \¡arying Magnetic Field
If the nagnetic field is
B_ = Àsin ax , .. . (S.l)z
and À and cr are constants greater than zero, then the nagnetic field
varies periodically and has points of zero nagnetic field at x = 0,
*T 2¡ *Nnlct'ct:0
Using equations (2.29), (2.9) and (5.1) the relationship betleen
rl and x becomes
sinrf.r - sinrlo = - # (cosax - cosqxo), ...(s.2)
with x = xo ü/hen ú = ûo. From equation (5,2)
* = ! "or-10
and for orbits not crossing the line B
(5,3) then becomes
r omvtcosaxo - 
=ãI 









-1 ( (t . þ sin,¡)) ...(s.4)COSüX o
o
< 0, is the magnetic vector potential of the nag-
When rþ = +, equation (5.4) yields the ninimum
0 úo=0atx=xo. Equation
. . . (s.s)
where A
o






f cos-' {cosaxo (t . þ) }
o
o
of the orbit of the electron,
naxinum value
x2=
ancl when ,þ = + equation (5.4) yields the
of the orbit. x is bounded by the inequality
. . . (s.6)
63.
0<xl<x<x2<nfa . . . (s.7)
Fron equations (5.5) and (5.6) the electron is bounded within the
half cycle when
lcosoxol.r ä ...(s.8)
For trajectories which cross the line B" = 0 at x = 0 and enter a
region of reversed nagnetic field, xo = 0 when ú = üo, and equation (5.3)
yields
x = t l.ot-t (t - (#^) (sinr! - sinrfo)) ...(s.e)
Equation (5.9) has a maximum value x2 when ú = r/2 given by
x2 = -Xr = ! "or-1 (r - (gt""J (r - sinrpo)) ...(s.10)
and is bounded such that
TT 11
--(Xr<X<Xc(-d,o . . . 
(s.11)





. . . (s.12)
If equation (5.12) is not valid the electron will cut the lines of
zero magnetic field at x = + r/a with a new crossing angle rf.,i. Frorn
equation (5.9)
sinrfi = sinrfo + 2e\/ (ornv) '.(5.13)
5.2 Exact Drift Velocities for Bound Orbits
Case 1: Electron.Does Not Cross the Line B, = O at x = 0, nfa.
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. . . (s.14)
. . . (s.Is)
. . . (s.16)
...(s.17)
. . . (s.18)









as the periodic tine.





where 82 = Àsinox2 is the magnetic field strength at x2




o (1+ (r+s2) tan2 q¡)7(1+ (1 -t2) tanz qy'z
Substituting tanÇ = çI+s2|'2tang into equation (5.1S) gives
f#)%qr(q)
d6
(r - tìfÉ ,in26),
-a ,
where K(q) is a cornplete elliptic integral of the first kind, modulus q.
From equations (5.5) , (5.6) , (5 .16) and (5.17)
2
65.
. . . (s.20)
a
Jo
dE27 ( 1 -ns in2 E) (1 -q2s in' E)2'
(s. 21)
. . . (s.22)
. . . (s.24)
. . . (s.26)
q
Sinilarly fron equations (2.37), (5.1) , (5.4) , (5.16) , (S.17) and the









1 + cosaxl '
Ày=Hf
0,mv










n . . . (s.23)
Frorn the theory of conplete elliptic integralsrthe elliptic integral










Thus in terms of etliptic integrals of the first and third kinds
equation (5.21) becomes
. . . (s.2s)
Fron equations (2.32), (5.19) and (5.25) the exact drift velocity
Ãv = 2l.ä)a r(,(, . ?) r(q) - \ nÇ,r,;r) )
(I
Case 2: Electron Moves into a Region of Reversed Magnetic Field in
CrossingBr=0onx=0.
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DIRECTION OF DRIFT
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. . . (s.27)
. . . (s.28)
. . . (s.2e)
dû
{.,o (sin-sinrfo) (ze\/ (omv) +sinrf -sinrfro) 2









Finally with the aid of the substitution tanu = ((1 + Oz¡¡02¡
equation (5.29) yields
Utana,





=!¡ K(k) ... (s.30)
where K(k) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, modulus k,
and
k = sinóo (1 + (ä) cos 'r)h ... (s.31)
... (s.32)




and therefore equation (5.31) yields
0<k<1















. . . (s.34)
. . . (s.5s)
. . . (s.57)
. . . (s.38)
1Í





Thus equation (5.34) becones
1 r0lllvr
P = I#z = [ä^) sin24o < 1
. . . (s.36)
where [[å,p;L) is an elliptic integral of the third kind as defined in
equation (5.24).
From equations (5.30), (5.56) and (2,32) the drift velocity
becones
Ay --  ffi)%{*Ctl + 262sín20o(r¡t1 - n(å,p;k))} ,
(
'fiI z,P;k)to = ï - -v{2ö2sin2ço K (k) -1 -1) Ì
(a) The Alfven Drift Approxirnation
For the orbits as described in Case 1 the electron does not cross
the line B
z = 0, and in the linit of
ünvrr
l;; .. lcoscrxol .. 1 ,
the orbits are adiabatical-ly affected.
From equations (5.20) and (5.22)
2 nv/ (ex)
and
11 = I + cosox o




. . . (s.41)
. . .(s.+2)
. . . (s.43)
... (s.44)
... (s.4s)
. . . (s.46)





Using the conplete elliptic integral expansions
and
equation (5. 25) yi.elds
¡y = rrpoi(r-n)(t . å q2, frn * ...) 1+ )Ì
,
r(q2) = + {r + q2/4. (Ð' ,u *...} ,
n(î,n,qr) = + IL .,6. *) . 
-t f* * n2 * åou) * ...)
(
- - ¡po t' "oro*o ,
with the aid of equations (5.39) and (5.40).
Sinilarty equation (5.19) yields the result To = 2Il,Oo/v and
therefore equation (5.26) sirnplifies to
vo = -v{*_ coscrx Ì8 o
o COS0Xmv' o=-arsr-îq.
in agreenent with the Alfven drift velocity expression of equation (2,38)
when applied to a sinusoidal nagnetic fie1d.
(b) Discussi-on of Results
For orbits confined to move vrithin the bounds 0 < * . I as in Case
o
1, when 0. *o . * as shown in Figure 1 , t.he electron drifts in the
negative direction along the Y axis. If xo * , then for all values of
69.
cr¡nv/(eÀ) the electron has a zero drift velocity, due to the syrnmetry of
the field strength about that line. If the electron is confined such
that=[<x .n'¿a, o cr the gradient of the magnetic freld becomes negative
and the electron drifts in the positive direction along the Y axis.
Figure 3 shows t)?ical drift velocity curves for x^ = =l and x^ = + .o ooú o 5cr
For these values cosoxo is 0.5 and -0.5 respectively and cmv/(eÀ) < 0.5
in agreenent with equation (5.35) . The respective curves are syrrunetric
about the axis on which vp = Q.
Orbits which cut a line on B, = 0 are shown in Figure 2. Figure 4
shows drift velocity curves for varying 0o. crnv/(eÀ) has been chosen as
0.4, I and 2. The elliptic integrals were obtained fron well known
tables (Belyakov, V.B. et al. (19ó5)). Alternatively the curves can be
conputed.
5.3 Trai ectories of an Electron in a Sinusoidal Masnetic field
Case 1: Bound 0rbit in Which the Electron Does not Cut the Line
B = 0 on x = 0. az ' ct













and using the substitution ,þ = T *
(t*cosoxo ä sin,¡)%(1-"oro*o" ä sin¡)U
. (s .48)
equation (5.48) becomes
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FIGURE 4: DRIFT VELOCITY OFAN EL.ECTRON
lN Tl-l Ë. FTELD B.:ÀSlNe(X.


















is an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind and
E=ran-l{(r+ s2)htanþ}
Sinilarly fron equations (2.28), (5.1) and (5.4)
,
y(E) = (ki Ur, * s2¡F G/Ð - 2rr(n ,q/E)\ ,
dE
7_'
o (1 - q2sin2E)'"
dt
o (1-nsin2E) (t-q2sin26¡ ,2
E
t
is an inconplete elliptic integral of the third kind.
Fron equation (5.4) and the relation ,lt = i + 20 the value of x
x(ó)=!.or-1{ iä) (r-zsin2q)]cosox +o
= I "or-1 {coso*2 +F sin2q} . . . (s.s4)
with the help of equation (5.6). Equations (5.52) and (5.54) give the
point P(Q) = (x(0),y(0)) of the particle at a tine t(þ) represented by
equation (5.49) .
Case 2: Bound Orbit in which the Electron Cuts the Line x = 0 on ltlhich
With reference to Figure 2, using equations (2.27), (5.1), and



















r(0) = d0/'m \I 
-t
\nVeÀJ (1 - k2sin2o)4
Thus from equation (5.55) and (5.50)
,2r(0) = F (k/ e)
and
o = tan-t {(r äsin2qo)
sinþ I
(sin2qo-s in,þ)%t




using the nomenclature of Section 5,2, Case 2. From equation (5.9) and
using the substitution ,þ = + + 20 with þo -- i * 2Qo, x becomes
x(o) = ! "or-1 tt - # (sin2qo - sin2q)],
within the linits of equation (5.12). In têrms of 0o, equation (5.12)
becornes
.t eÀ
s l_n-ô < ='o omv . . . (s.60)
r nvì\ceÀ/ (F(k/o) + 2õ2sin2oo(F(k/e) - rr(p,k/0))), (s. sB)
...(s.se)
in agreement with equation (5.33) .
Case 3: Unbound Orbit in which the Electron Passes through the Full
Cycle of Magnetic Variation.
If equation (5.60) is invalid the electron will follow a path as
sketched in Figure 5. Fron equation (5.f3) and {, =Ir2Swefind
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FIGURE 5I MOT ION OF AN ELECTRON tN THE FIÊLD B.-ßIN'(X. ELECTRON PENETRATES
TH E HALF CYCLE X [O,TII.¿1.
and fron equations (2.27), (5.1), (5.13) and (5.61) the tine becones
7)
. . . (s.62)
. . . (s.63)
... (s.64)
. . . (s.6s)
t(,/,) = # f;"
r:'
dú




(s in2 po - s ín2 þ)"(s in2 6 - si n2 o å)%
With the aid of the substitution sinþ = sin0osinO followed by cosE =
7-











where K(k') and F(k'/6) are respectively conplete and inconplete elliptic
integrals of the first kind. The parameter 6 is given by
E = cos-l{ (ä)% sinqjcoto}
-tt (ält sþ (sin2qo - sin2ÐI%
t(E) = k'{K(k') - F(k,/E)} . . . (s.66)
= cos t . . . (s.67)
t + o.
Thus from equation (5.66) the tine required for the electron to
cross the fu11 cycle is given by
k'K(k')




. . . (s.68)
73,
Similarly using equations (2,28), (5.1) and (S.9)
rp
I s inrfdrfY=-'cx






(l+arnv/ (eÀ) sin2qj) umvsin24o





(1 -kf sin2E) (1 -k r 2 tin2 67>z
It
E










. . . (s.72)
K(k') and II(ko,k') are complete elliptic integrals of the first and third
kinds respectively, while F(k'/6) and II(ko,k'/E) are incomplete elliptic
integrals of the first and third kinds as shown in equations (5.50) and
(s.s3).
If the electron crosses the half cycle xe[0,n/a] then the increment
of y fron equation (5.72) becomes
4
vG) = k, {(r(t') - F(k,/Ð)
r IIIVr
t""rj k' {r(r') - 2kt fr - u*) rr(ko,k,)}Ày= . (s.73)
'l'he value of x is given by equation (5"54) and when 0 = O;, x = n/c.
74.




Unlike the drift results evaluated earlier this velocity is not in
a direction perpendicular to the gradient of the magnetic field, but moves
at an angle E to the x axis. This angle can be found directly from equa-
tions (5,74) and (5.68), or from equation (5.73), and the result











3 =tan -1 { ]I
'(K(kt)-2k2 1 kro
. . . (s.76)
5.4 Discussion of Results
The incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds are
well tabulated, (Belyakov, V.B. et al. (1965)), or alternatively can be
conputed. Ali the trajectories for the notion of an electron in a sinu-
soidal rnagnetic field can be readily plotted. Figure 6 shows the differing
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6.1 Motion of an Electron in Statíc Electromagnetic Fields
Electric scalar potential and magnetic vector potential of the
same functional form.
Equation (2.1) has the components
dv




. . . (6.4)
. . . (6.7)
and
dv
Aìf = * 9v*Bz(*) t
and since the respective electric and magnetic potentials have the same




. . . (6.5)
where 0o/Ao is constant. For
ty=ti-E/Bz,
o n, (x)




3vt Bmyz (x) , . . . (6.s)
and
dvl
# = 9v*n"(x) . . . (6.6)
which is the equation of notion of an electron in a stati.c nagnetic field
dependent on x. Fron equation (2.51) the speed of the electron in the
dashed coordinates is
u,2=*-0!-r12)
Equations (6.5) and (6.6) in terms of the angle r! as shown in
76.
Chapter 2 yield




("i)' + (v|)2 - ut2 .. (2.s6)
In all the analysis of electron notion in Chapters 3 - 5, the speed,
charge and mass of the electron and the initial or boundary conditions of
the orbit dictate the shape of the trajectory, its boundedness or unbounded-
ness. Thus introduction of an electric field and changing v to vr in the
magnetostatic equations of notion will nodify the orbit and nay cause a
large variation of orbit shape. A simple example will illustrate this.




E(x) = (Oo/Ao)n"(x) = Eorox , . . . (6.8)
then with the results of Chapter 2, Section III part (b), (c) the orbit
of the electron is readily found. Using equations (2,57), (2.58), (2.59)
together with equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and the speed in equation
(6.7) the tine becomes
1- k










F 2vly(0) = - Ë-.(0) * -füÇ,o t"Ã;-J 1- t#)
o
t-,)"




. . . (6.11)
. . . (6.L2)
. . . (6.15)
. .. (6.14)
. . . (6.ls)














( rm¡ IteA /o o




which give rise to the drift expression
. # ((r - (5o)')% - t)tãÃ-J o
o
t
The introduction of the electric field has therefore given rise to
the generalized electric drift velocity vU = E/Brand the magnetostatic
drift clependent on vr. Since vr from equation (6.7), (2.51) and (2,48)
is dependent on the ratio þ , suitable choices of the electric fielcl
z
will cause vr to become smaller. Thus for specific orbits an unbound
nagnetostatic orbit may become bound when an electrostatic field is
introduced or vice versa. For bound orbits
q 1r








. . . (6.16)
...(6.17)
. . . (6.17)
('1
,),
I.f E/Bz = 0, then *.= u'is constant. If E/Bz > 0 then v' is snaller
than 2e/m and the orbits are likely to become rrmoTe boundedr'. For
E/Bz < 0, vt is greater than 2e/m and orbits will tend to become unbounded
(2) Unbound Orbits
Using equations (4.13), (4,I4), (2,57) and (2.58) the tine and the
y value become
and
r(o) = .,vGhær {u" {ï*#t$ltåiå}} ,
y(o) = - å_.(*) * #* #{u" ii+#tå,t#þ}"z . . . (6.18)
From equation (4.9) and with vr as the speed of the electron x becomes
x(O) = å u" {a# cos2qsin2o'{1- cot2q'tan26}} . . . (6.le)
For q + 6' the orbit of the electron is almost a straight. line. The
lirniting angle ú" is therefore found by dividíng equation (6.19) by (6.18)





u"[t$) cos2 q, sin2q (t-cotzq' tan2qj
= lim
0*0'





Substituting ü" = n/2 + 2þ", equation (6,20) becomes
. . . (6.20)
79.
tan2srr=@ ",f'2L)
For a zero electric field equation (6.2I) gives 0" = 0t . In general
however there is a marked nodification to the limiting angle because of
the presence of the electric fie1d.
6.2 Electric Scalar Potential Related to the Square of the Magnetic
Vector Potential
If the electric scalar and nagnetic vector potentials are related
as
ó (x) . . . (2.68)
where ô is constant, then the trajectories of electron in such fields
can be found by using the results of Chapter 2, Section 2.3, part (d).
An inportant parameter is
2m
. . . (2.70)f2=1 ô,
e
which can take any va1ue. The variation of the trajectories with A will
be analysed for an exponential fieId.
(i) Motion of an Electron in an Exponential Electric Field
ô (Ay(x) ) 2
6^2/Qa)l,zdx and a Magnetic Field B- = Àeox
L
E (x)
For a magnetic field
Bz = Àe'x ..(5.1)
the scalar electric potential fron equations (2.68), (3,1) and (2.9)
becomes
ô(x) =4"'o* ..(6.22)
Case 1: The Electromagnetic Parameter, 0 > 0.
yo
(a) Bound Orbits for the Electron
From equation (2.16) yr = vyo - e/m Ay(x) and choosing









. . . (6.23)
. . . (6.2s)
. . . (6.26)










. . . (6.24)Esin0 = CI \2 e{- a Ì ,
and using equation (6.24) x becornes
Ix=-q ,Q,N { {þ. tsine}}
At 0 = r/2rx has its maximurn value xr, where
*,= * u" hþ {2t" * EII






Using equations (2.78), (3.1), (3.25) and (2.9), the time becomes
r(0) = å f,, t
2





. . . (6.30)
. . . (6.31)








Sinilarly from equations (2.79), (3.1), (6.56) and (2.9)
and also fron equation (6.25)
x(o) =P{+
eLQ'
ftz/n + t)(1 + tan2u).os2q) .,rc.32)
In a half cycle V = n/2 and equation (6.30) becornes
]I







with equation (6.51) yielding
AvT'n= -tz7* n#
Divicling equation (6.34) by equation (6.35) gives
#- a'Âvfr=-fz+ t4Dv ... (6.3s)
CI
as the drift veloci.ty. If CI = I and the electric field is zero, equation
(6.35) gives the drift result of equation (3.11) for an electron in a
static exponential magnetic field only.
(b) Unbound Orbits
For unbound orbits yz = -yr but rro | 0 in general. yz/çz < f and
thus Ç - y2/n', O. Using the substitution ,1,= I + 2þ the time in equation
(6,28) becomes











. . . (6.36)
.. . (6.37)
.. (6.38)
. . . (6.3e)




















If the electric field is rrswitched off", then Q = I
y2 = -vsinrf r = v(1-2cos2+t) and therefore





















Hence from equations (6.39) and (6.40), equations (6.36), (6.37) and
(6.38) respectively sinplify to the magnetostatic equatì-ons of (4.13),
(4.14) and (4.9) in Chapter 4.
E-
From equations (6.36) , (6.37), (6.38) and (6.23) the liniting
angle üi to which the electron asymptotes is given by
1-X ,-I
83.
. . . (6.42)
... (6.43)
... (6.44)








(2e/n - yr)h ... (6.41)
YI
yt is the speed of the electron in the y direction at x = - and
Ze/n is the total speed of the electron at x = *.
Case 2: The Electronagnetic Parameter, fl = 0 and 2m6/e = L.
Fron equation (2.69) and with Q = 0, the energy becomes
22e















o ( 2e Àe
mucxu












Sinilarly equations(6,44) and (2.14) yield
X
y(x) = (yr "#r) t(x) + v/(2yp) rx-rogxl i ...(6.47)
'*o
with the help of equations (6.44) and (6.46), and standard integral expres-
sions (see equation (3.3,50) , Abramowítz and Stegun) .
Case 3: The Electromagnetic Parametet, f,l < 0 and 2m6/e > L.
Since ç¿ < 0 a new paraneter
fll = -fl > 0 ' . . . 
(6.47)




(¿' * nt (- #f * ñ Ayc*))J h'
... (6.48)
. . . (6.4e)
(6. so)
... (6.sl)
Esinhe = sl! (-vrlnr * 9nr(*))
gives on differentiation
Equations (6.50) and (6.a8) give
yield
r(0) = d0
as the time, rvhilst equation (2,75) becomes





For an exponential nagnetic field equations (6.49), (3.1) and (2,9)
[sinho = n?Gtt/h + eì,/(ncr).l,cx)
from which the value of x becomes
... (6.s3)
...(6.s4)
and fron equation (6.51), (6.53), (3.1) and (2.9) the tine is given by
e
t(o) = d0 ... (6.ss)
oo o(y1laf + Esinho)
Finally, with the aid of the substitution
x(o) = å ur, {on/(er,sz}, (# + ssinho) } ,
85.





t(u) = 2 ... (6.s7)
o1?/nt * Ez)h
Sinilarly from equations (6.52), (6.53) and (6.57) the value of y is
y(u) = yrr (u) + e/ @aZ) . . (6. s8)
Variation of Q has led to a conplete change of functional dependence of
the results fron trigonometric to hyperbolic tangent functions. This
indicates that the field may be predoninantly electrostatic (CI large),
magnetostatic (0 n, 1), or singular , having no doninant field t¡çe
(a = 0).
6.3 Electromagne tostatics and Special Relativity
If the speedrv,of the electron approaches the speed of light,
then the present non-relativistic approach is not applicabte. In special
relatj-vity the static fields are represented by a covariant vector
potential
Au=(0,42(xr),Ag(xr),Aq(xr)), ...(6.59)
where x = xl, Y = x2, z = x3 and ict = x4. Au consists of
u
86
[ = (41,42,43) = (0,42(xr),As(xr))
and
A4 = ió(xr)
consistent with Maxwell rs equations.
The relativistic components of velocity are
u
and t is the proper time given by
(d.) 2 = -dxudxv




. . . (6.61)
. . . (6.62)
. . . (6.63)
... (6.64)
. . . (6.6s)
... (6.66)






For an electron with rest mass m and charge -e the relativistic
Lagrangian is given by
1lþ- IT^uuru - "rr^AÀ ,
and the relativistic equations of motion are
9-lËr - ?r'-= Q.dt täu r ðxvv
The three constants of motion for the relativistic potentialSin
equations (6. 60) and (6.61.) are given by
mu2 - eA2(x1) = nyvz - eA2(xi) = p2 .. (6.68)
mu3 - eA3(x1) = rnyvg - eA3(x1) = p3 , ... (-6.69)
87.
ard
myc2-e9(xt)=8. . . . (6.70)
e is the energy of the electron while p2 and p3 are the relativistic
canonical momenta in the x2 and x3 directions.
Fron equation (6.70) y becones
^¡ = L, (e * e0(xr)) ,mc-  "'(6'71)
and from equations (6.68) and (6.69) the x2 and x3 components of the





dr =foCnraeA2(xr)) . . . (6.72)
...(6.7s)
(6.7 4)
dxa Ivs = ãl= fo (ns + eA3(xr))
€*)'. (þ'. =-* ct - ^î),\'
z
vz
as the speed of the electron, and therefore
2
r¿*tl\dt ¡ =-# (r-y2) d7. ¡(p2+eu2(xr)2+(pz*eaz(xr))2I
fr
(e+eO(*r))2 + (pz+eAz(xr)) 2*(ps*eAs (xr)) 2
c2








Fron equation (6.75) the differential of the time is given by
7-
'2
'"'[, ft. t.+- + (pz+e,z(xi) )2* (ps*eAa (.,) ) 1]'
. . . (6.76)
88.
Using equations (6,72) and (6.76) the differential of x, becomes
dx2 = v2dt
(pt + eAr (xr ) ) dxr
Ê+e x 2
. . . (6.77)
2
* (P r*e:r¡*r) )2 * (Pr*eA, (,c1) ) ']c








¡nc + (pz+eAz (xr) ) 2* (pa*eAg (*r) ) 2
. . . (6.78)
Equations (6.76), (6.77) and (6.79) nay now be integrated to obtain the
trajectory of the electron for the covariant vector potential of equation
(6. se) .
If v << c then the energy expression (6.70) degenerates to the
non-relativistic energy equation (2.4). Similarly the canonical momenta
in equations (6.68) and (6.69) simplify to the non-relativistic results of
equations Q.f4) and (2.15).
(a) One Component Magnetic Fielcl
If
Au = (o,Az(x1),0,0) . . . (6.7e)
then the nagnetic field is
Ba(x1¡ = ej{1)_ ... (6.80)
Irrom equations (6. 69) arrd (6. 70)
mW3 = P3 t
DYc2 = e, oI \ = e/mc2 )
and t= y'-l r 0.
. . . c6.81)






. . . (6.82)





. . . (6.86)
. . . (6.87)
c 7,
and equation (6.77) sinilarly yields
I/mC
(pr+eAr(xr))dxr











Since fron equation (6.81) y is constant, equation (6.72) is a sinple
relationship. If the parameter rc is defined such that
tcosrcdr = ,









," = ft B3(K) ,
is the relativistic gyrofrequency in terns of r.
(b) Exponential-ly Varyíng Magnetic Field
For a magnetic field of the for¡n
B = Àecxlz
where À and a > 0, equation (6.84a)gives
1sinrc = (pz * 
9À 
"o*1)/ 
(mc) , ... (6.88)
Using equations(6.87), (6.88) and (6.89), equations (6.85a)and (6.8Sb)
become
.=tt{ dr'ä'J ry ' '..(6.e0)
90.
using equation (2.9). Frorn equation (6.88) x becomes
* = ! u" {k ¡-p, +1(mc)sinr<)} ...(6.8e)
and
v- e1 ...(6.s1)
For bound orbits -pz >\(nc) , O in which case,with the aid of the sub-
stitution " = T 











r (0) ... (6.e3)
From equation (6. 89) the naximum value x2 of x occurfs when rc = |; tnus
*, = * u" {k ç-p, +1mc) } , .. . (6. e4)
and the ninimurn value X1 occrlrs when r = 3¡r/2 and is given by
*I = å u" {h (-nz -rync¡} ..(6.es)
For unbound orbitsrf(nc) > -pz and equation (6.90) yields






with y given by equation (6.93), but for the expression of tine which is
frorn equation (6.s6), and - =[+ -L) /(-# .."rf ran4.t--Pz'J
Similar results can be obtained from equations (6.76) , (6,77) and
91.
(6.78) if a one component nagnetic field and an electrostatic field with
the sane functional dependence is considered.
(b) Discussion of Results
The relativistic nature of the work nakes it possible to investi-
gate the notion.of fast noving electrons in rnagnetostatic and electro-
nagnetostatic fields with a cartesian geometry. Such work nay be useful




Clearly exact solutions exist for the notion of an electron in
chosen static spatially varying magnetic fields. From the three forns of
magnetic field considered many different trajectories have been
encountered.
For an exponential field, B, = À[o*, only two types of orbits were
found. They were eíther bound cyclic orbits drifting in the negative Y
direction, or unbound orbits in which the electron is rrreflected'r about
the x axis and moves to infinity by asymptoting to an angle r|rt h¡ith the x
axis. It was found that one curve was required to represent all the drift
velocities of the electron for bound orbits. All the trajectories were
found in terrns of sinple frigonometric and logarithnic functions. The
simple results reflect the sinple nature of the magnetic field which is
always in the sane direction and monotonically increasing with x.
A nagnetic. field with the power 1aw dependence Bz = Àxo is a much
nore complicated field and varies greatly if a is positive or negative.
If a is greater than zero then at x = 0, B, = 0 and for o an odd integer,
an electron crossing the line x = 0 enters a region of reversed magnetic
field. This creates a symmetrical orbit in which the electron oscillates
about the line x = 0. For c an odd integer the electron always experience-s
a nagnetic field in the sane direction, and therefore the orbits are cyclic.
Bound orbits not crossing the line x = 0 for cr > 0 and bound orbits for
q < 0 drift in opposite directions. For positive c the electrons drift in
the negative y direction while for negative a the electrons drift in the
positive y direction. Also when o¿ < -1, there are unbound orbits in whj-ch
the electron moves to infinity, asymptoting to an angle {'rvith the x axis.
The magnetic field monotonically varies with x on either side of the line
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x = 0. If a is positive the nagnetic field is nonotonically increasing,
and if cl is negative it is monotonically decreasing.
. A sinusoidal field dependenc" B" = Àsinclx presents the greatest
variation type, since when 0 < x < fu tn" magnetic field is positive and
monotonically increasing, rvhile if h . * . I th" magnetic field is
positive and rnonotonically decreasing. Thus for orbits confined within
the half cyclerO . x . l, and if 0 . *o. k
negative y direction, but if 1Teãr
TT.
c[o
the electron drifts in the
then the electron drifts in
the positive y direction. If *o = h the electron does not drift, but
moves in an elliptic type orbit about that 1ine. Orbits which cut the
line x = 0 will enter a region of reversed nagnetic field. Trajectories
will therefore be symmetric about x = 0, with the direction of the drift
governed by the initial conditions of the orbit of the electron. If the
electron has enough energy to penetrate the half cyc1e, then a conpletely
different type of trajectory is discovered. This orbit is unbounded by x
but is periodic in nature. Thus each different for¡n of nagnetic field
considered yields quite different orbit types.
In dealing with spatially dependent electric and nagnetic fields it
was found that for fields with the same functional dependence there u/as a
generalized electric drift velocity coupled with the magnetostatic drift
result. To illustrate this an exponential field dependence was used.
Similarly the exponential magnetic field vras used with the notion of
the electron in an electro-nagnetostatic fieldwhere the electric scalar
potential was related by a constant to the square of the magnetic vector
potential. The variation of the orbit with the constant fl = I - 2nô/e was
of prime importance in this example. It was shown that if Q = l the
orbits are closely rnagnetostatic in nature, while if Q approaches positive
infini.ty, (and is of the same order as the energy), the electron behaves
as if acted upon by an attractive potential. If Q approaches negative
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infinity it moves as if under the influence of a repulsive potential.
The value Q = 0 is a singular case in which the electric fielcl and
nagnetic fielcl interact in such a way that the electric potential and the
magnetic potential squared terms cancel. Integral expressions for the
notion of the electron have also been analysed for the case when the
.speed of the electron approaches the speed of 1ight. Results have been
analysed for the case of a one component magnetic vector potential Az(xr).
7.2 Extension of Results by Piecewise Fitting
If in a problem the type of field being considered is not closely
one which can be considered exactly, but can be obtained by piecewise
fi-tting different forms of magnetic field together, then the trajectories
can also be piecervise fitted, provided that the initial conditions of the
motion of the electron are known. The restrictions of the nagnetic field
at x = xo where the fields are being piecewise fitted are
nr_(xo) = B"*(xo) , ...(7.1)
and
dB fx) dB lxlz_- o- z+' o. . . .(7 .2)
dx dx
where - signifies the limit as x + xo for * . *o and + signifies the
linitx-+x forx>x.,oo




where cr is not necessarily an integer. Thus for any a > I the electron
crossing the line x = 0 can either nove into a region of reversing or non-
reversing fields. Given initial condit-ions in the region x > 0, then the
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initial conditions for the region x < 0 are the final conditions for the
region x > 0. These can be readily found. The forms of nagnetic fie1c1
need not be so closely related, since for example the first field rnay be
exponential, Bz = Àgox, and the second field nay have a power law depend-






. . . (7.6)Àcre = Àlcl'lx o
From equation (7.5) and (7.6)
o = of/xo "..(7.7)
is the necessary condition for piecewise smooth fitting of curves. To
fit trajectories it would be necessary to use the trajectory results of
Chapter 4. (A process akin to the trapezoíd rule in nunerical a.nalysis
could be useful in analysing nagnetic fields).
7.3 Applicability of Results in Upper Atmospheric Research
Corvley (1970) has already used Seymourrs (1959) paper to discuss
processes in the upper atmospheric regions, in parti.cular the nagnetic
tail of the earth. Stevenson and Constock, (1968) have also used the
nagnetic field with constant gradient to describe particle penetration
through the magnetospheric boundary.
Cole (I974) has utilized the adiabatic drift approxirnation to des-
cribe nethods in which particles may penetrate into the nagnetosphere.
It is considered that the present analysis gives another approach to this
important problem. Indeed, much of the motion of the electron at the
interface of the earthrs magnetic field and the solar wind is non adiabatic,
and therefore it nay be more profitable to use the exact approach dis-
cussed in thj.s thesis. Seymour (1975) is at present using the drift
ot
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expïessions of the power 1aw magnetic field to investtgate non-adiabatic
notion of an electron in the magnetic tail of the magnetosphere.
7.4 Application in Laboratory Pl.asmas: The Axially Symmetric Field
(R,0, z)
For specific combinations of axially synrmetric electro-nagnetic
fields and electron orbit types the axially symrnetric solutions sinplify
to the case of electron motion in fields with cartesian sylffnetry.
Hertweck (1959) found one such example of this when discussing the motion
of an electron in the rnagnetic field of an infinitely long cument carry-
ing wire. For the special case of electron motion in a meridian plane of
the wire solutions to the electron motion were in terms of Bessel functions.
As shown in Chapter 3 this is the particular case in cartesian geonetry
of notion of an electron in a magnetic field in the z direction varying
as the inverse of x.
The vector potential
[= (o,Ao (R) ,Az (R) ) . . . (7.8),
generates the magnetic field
P = (0,B0(R),Bz(R)) ... (7.e)
. . . (7.10)












generates the electric field
t ...(7.11)




E (R) = g%Ë) ,..(7.L3)
The Lagrangian for an electron in these axially symmetric fields is
...(7.r4)
and from the Lagrangian equations of notion
. . . (7.ls)
where q are generalized coordinates, the three constants of notion arej
I rn ¡nz* (no¡ z*;t, - eO (R) = e , . . . (7.16)
as the energy,
R(Ro-9nu(n))=ro, ...(7.L7)
as the canonical angular nomentum, and
¿-åAz(R)=yo, ...(7.18)
as the z component of the canonical momentun. Using equations (7.16),











[+. f; oc*l - þ (ru. *ou(*))'-(ro n å o,,*,)J'
From equation (7.17) and (7.19)
ao = fr vuat
(y * (e/n)RAe(R))dR
(+. f ocol - þtru . + nu(n))'-(ro* å o"c*l)']
and frorn equations (7.18) and (7.19)
dz=vdt
z









If however Au(R) = 0 = n"(R) and\= 0 so that the electron is con-
fined to move in a meridian plane, 0 = constant in equation (7.20), then
on integration equation (7.19) becomes
)'- [ro * å orß))']4 nu (n)
[+. f ocor







[+ . Ç oc*l - lro * @/n)tr,c*t)1
Equations (7.22) and (7.23) are the same as equations (2.39a) and
(2.39b) which describe the motion of an electron in a magnetic field in
the Z direction dependent on x with an electric field along the x axis
also dependent on x. The axial parameter yo becornes the cartesian pala-
neter y1. Axial1.y syrilnetric fields are also prevalent in work on thermo-
nuclear containment (Simon 1958, Bishop 1955).
7.5 Other Field Confieurations
Very few fields have been considered. Lehnert (1964) has investi-
gated charged particle motion in a hyperbolic nagnetic fie1d, B" =
Bo(Lx,O) where Bo = Qn/q,)co, and has shown that exact solutions exist
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for electron motion in the plane / = 0. These solutions are identical
in forn to the results obtained by Seynour (1959).
There are however no exact analytical solutions at present for
nagnetic fiel-ds which can be descrj-bed nost simply by a curvilinear
coordinate representation. Landau and Lifschitz in their book called
'rMechanicsrr have shown that by using the Hamilton-Jacobi theory several
interesting solutions can be obtained for the motion of a particle in
scalar potentials which could most easily be described by using the para-
bolic and elliptic curvilinear coordinate systems. For example, a solu-
tion to the motion of a charged particle in a coulonb field of two fixed
point charges at a distance 2o apart was analysed.
At present little is known about the solubility of problems involv-
ing magnetostatic vector potentials easily representable in curvilineai
coordinates. If such solutions existed it night shed sone light on the
solubility of such inportant problems as the motion of the electron in
the nagnetic fietd of the earth. The toroidal or elliptic coordinate
systens might lead to useful results.
The hypergeometric differential equation has for solution the
series expansion
Fæ
. . . (A.1). F(a,brc;x) =,lO W
where the Pochhanmer synbol is
In terns of garuna functions
APPENDIX 1
DERIVA'TION OF RESULT (3.38)
(a)r = a(a+1) (a+2).. .. (a+r-1)
I la+rl
-ffi; r is a Positive integer,
r=0
I r! = (1 - t*)-a
r (c) b-1 c-b-1t f1-t
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. . . (A.2)
. . . (A.3)
. ..(A.4)B (x,y) =
o
where x > 0t y > 0, the solution (4.1) nay be written as
(a) r
and hence using the beta function
1
and since by expansion
(a), (tx) T
tx-1qt-t¡Y-ldt = r(I¿.r(Y]I (x+Y) '
F(a,b;c;x) = 
"ffi, J"
.u-1 ¡r-t¡ c-b-tu. I
(a), (tx)r
r!
)F(arbrc!x) = a dt , ...(A.s)r (b) r (c-b) o (1-tx)
rvhere c > b > 0. The trigonometrical substitutj.on t = sin20 reduces the
form (4.5) to the result (3.58) of chapter 3 as quored by Erdélyi (195s)
APPENDIX 2
DERTVATIoN 0F EQUATTON (3.57)
The confluent hy¡rergeometric differential equation has a series
solution of the forn
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. . . (.{.6)
(4.6) nay be written




q 1XM(a,b;x) = F!-
Following the procedure of Appendix 1,
1














e (1 -t) (l+t) d'r, ..(4.8)
APPENDIX 3
DISCUSSION OF THE CURLY F FUNCTION
The curly-F function is defined by the integral
b-1 c-b- 1
7(a,b;c;x;k) = t (1 -t dr
L02.



















Since (1 - xsin'þ)-u =
(a)
;f (xsin2q)Î, equation (4.10) becomes
(a) rx e
4o
Hence from the definition of the incomplete beta function
nu (x,r) = )






which is valid for x > 0, y > 0 equation (4.11) yields
@
r=0
V(a,b;c;x;o) = ffSÐ I
Using the nornal
equation (4.13) yields
V (a,b;c;x;0) = I
ized incomplete beta function
B, (b+r , c-b)
ur, o = B-b-;ï;- t
@
r=0
t . . . (A.ls)
as the power series representation of the curly-F function, wirere
b > c > 0. If k = l in equation (4.9) then the integral becomes the
Gaussian hypergeometric form discussed in Appendix 1, and v
r
equation (4.15) .
(b) Negative Argument x < 0




. . . (A.17)
. . . (A.16)
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7@,+l;x;0) = ¡friig" f: (r-*)% (r+yz)a
1+ dy
Finally, use of / = tano in equation (4.17) yields
7@,+,r;x;o) = *ffit f" (t - å sin2o)"-1do
APPENDIX 4
THECURLY-MFUNCTION




. . . (A.le)
. . . (A.20)
. . . (A.21)







I" (sino)b-l.o.b-2a(þ auM(a,b;x;0) = r (a) r (b-a) 9"
x0x
- J^cH
' ) , 
u 2'"'" 'in2"-t (Ð .orzb-2a-t [])ot.








equation (4. 20) becomes
M(a,b',x;0) =
E
, . rr2 (n+a) - 1E.or2b- za-r Ea¿ ,
o





When 0 = n, E = T and equation (4.19) simplifies to the confluent hyper-
geonetric function, and (^.22) becomes the series expansion of the confluent









. . . (^.24)
. . . (A.2s)





Using the substitution y = çI-o!'"tang equation (^.23) becomes
and using )¡ = tan0 equation (^.24) yields
rI =
The integral














Using integration by parts equation (A.27) becones




. . . (A.28)
. . . (A.2e)
. . . (A.30)













Fron the substitution (t-o)hy = tanO equation (4.29) yields




From equation (4.19) with ß = -1
y(0) =-xz{2It- Q-o)I2}
(1-o)z
and fron equation (4.18)
t(0) - -sx2 12
-+ (z¡r-o¡ o-(2-o) i e
-x2
2(I-o)
(- o2o * s in20 )3
2
_øx2
(tz-o)e - i sin2o)










6 sin24 t cos2q-cos2q t sin2-4
d, sec2odo
e sin2g'(1 - cot20'tan2-ô)












. . . (A.36)
T.=-f-lY av --J sin2q' Jo (l - cot2þ'y2)
o
Substituting X = 1-cot0ty in the first integral and X = 1+cot0ty in the
second integral equation (4.33) becomes
f¿,rdvlf r .................___L........._ L _¿L_l
I t-cot$ry 1+cot0'yJ







6 sin44 r (1-cot2g' tan2q)2



































MOTION OF THE ELECTRON ]N ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
6.1 Electric and Polarization Drift Velocities
When dealing with electromagnetic phenornena much use is nade of the
zero order electric drift velocity, the equation of notion in an electric
field, !, and a constant rnagnetic field Þo is
ndv
æ=-e{E*yxÐoi (e .¡n.u. ) . ... (A.3e)t
The vetocity of the electron is taken to be a supeïposition of the zero
order circular orbit in a constant nagnetic fie1d, yo, and a constant
electric drift velocity, vu, such that
. . . (A.40)
and






. . . (A.41)
. . . (A.42)
Substituting equation (4.40) into equation (4.59) yields
ndv ndv--Eir-o
ndYt
For a constant electric field, Eo, -.3 = 
0 and equation (4.42) sinpli-
fies to the zero order result of an electron in a constant magnetic field,
equation (4.4f) giving the zero order electric drift velocity. If however
the electric field is not constant, the second component on the right hand





which causes an equivalent electric field
... (4.43)
I!
dv.-m-L= -EI/" = ãæ-
110.




. . . (A.48)

















(4.45) into equation (A.42) yields
ndy r trtdYp






and for an electric field which varies slowlY' Tî- t 0 and equation (A.47)
simplifies to the zero order result
Equations (4.41) and (4.46) are the well known electric and polarization
drift expressions, as analysed by Longmire (1963) , and others.
6.2 Generalization of the Electric and Polarization Drifts
The two drift expressions (4.41) and (4.46) are the first and second
order results, and higher order results nay be found by repeating the
above process ad infinitum. If the electric field does not vary slowly
mdyp















, . (A. so)
where induction effects associated with the tine variation of E are neg-
111 .
. . . (A.sl)
. . . (A.s2)
...(A.s3)
. . . (A.ss)
... (A.s6)
. . . (A.s7)
lected. Defining, vI = V2 t v, ,-D2
where









is defined which causes an electric field
dv.-
\ -Ezedt




tt # tu 0 equation (4.53) simplifies to the equation of motion of an













The velocity of the electron becomes
Y = Ys + YEs +YEz*Yp*Y E
o
ndv"_
and if # tu 0 equation (4.53) becomes




rvhich is again the zero order equation. This process nay be continued to
higher orders until the desired accuracy is reached, provided Maxlvell's
equations are not seriously violated by the requirement Bo = constant.
If the Nth order clrift expression is taken to be
. . . (A.60)
X3EV B-odr
Y¡=Y¡-1+Y EN t





which causes an equivalent electric field
(A.61
. . . (A.62)
. . . (A.63)
... (A.64)
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and if TibÀ r 0, yN will be closely the radial velocity of an electron in





. . . (A.6s)













where t¡c = -o is the zero order gyrofrequency of the electron.m
If the electric field has a characteristic frequency v > 0 such that
E = E^ .q,ivt then as n -+ - equation (4.66) yie,lds'-o
Y02,,= Ï (#)'"{r=u c




. . . (A.67)
. . . (A.68)
. . . (A.6s)
. . . (A.70)






which is convergent if u . ,..
{
Thus as n -> æ
v=v +v^
- -æ -l)æ




6.3 Different Functional Forms of Electric Field
(a) Exponentially Varying Field E = Eol
Equation (4.68) becomes
rE x B rt--om0-l
L 92 eg2:Joo
æ






= { I t.J'"}.{r=O -c



















(b) Oscillating Electric Field E = Eol,
Equation (4.68) gives




E . . . (A.72)
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YD* = 2 B3I
where v < t¡ This result is in agreenent h'ith the expression found by
(c¡+2c2¡+3cat2)




g . . (A.7s)
2c2t+scstz) . . (4.76)
tÌ
c
Schnidt (1966 t pp44).
(c) Power Law Dependence.
If t.he electric field is of the form
E = Ee = (E^ + ctt + czt2 + cgt3)e.-o
where Eo, cL c2 and ca are constants and g is the unit vector in the

















Sinilar results can be obtained for higher-order polynonials if
required. If the electric field becomes adiabatically affected then
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